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Seattle, Washington 

(This article is compiled from worksheets prepared by Marvin 
Black, Dan Douglas and me between 1975 and 1985. In general the 
best floral display has been mid-July although the trail is usually 
accessible between the first of June and the end of September. We 
have collected seeds on the saddle as late as the first weekend in Oc
tober.) 

Mount Townsend is one of the lesser-known peaks of the 
Olympic range. Unlike the major tourist attractions of Hurricane 
Ridge and Deer Park to the north in the Olympic National Park and 
the Hoh rainforest to the west, Mt. Townsend is on the dry side of 
the Olympics. While the west side of the range receives up to 200 
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inches of moisture a year by some reports, the lower east side may 
receive as little as 5 inches. 

Though in a portion of the rain shadow, the lower Townsend 
area forest receives enough moisture to support the water-loving 
Abies grandis and Tsuga heterophylla. Mount Townsend is not 
readily marked on maps or by road signs. Even in the small town 
of Quilcene at the base of the mountain few people seem to be aware 
of the trail's existence. There have never been over-crowded park
ing lots and only a few off-road vehicles have been seen ripping up 
the wilderness in 11 years of observation. Forest Service signing 
includes "Not Open to Automobile Travel," which, once you get used 
to the idea that the roads are really passable and open to the public, 
simply discourages the less intrepid. 

The summit of the trail is the highest rise on a rolling meadow 
and scree ridge about 100-300 feet above timberline. Below this 
ridge are the last krumholtz of Pinus contorta, Abies lasiocarpa, 
and Tsuga mertensiana. This summit is due west of Quilcene about 
8 miles. The Big Quilcene and the Little Quilcene rivers arise on its 
slopes. About 5 miles southwest of Townsend toward the interior is 
the frequently mentioned Marmot Pass which is about 3 miles 
north of Mount Constance. 

To reach the trail, head out of Quilcene past the fish hatchery 
1.4 miles. Turn left on Forest Service Road 2812 and drive 13.5 
miles. Avoid turning onto any of the more important-appearing 
side roads until the junction with F. S. Road 2764. Turn left and 
wind on about 1.5 miles to the parking lot at the end of the road. 
The trail begins here at an elevation of 3600 feet and rises almost 
3000 feet in just over 3.5 miles to the summit saddle. It is a good 
climb. On the last climb I led Kitty Swartz announced that she was 
going to the top that day to celebrate her eightieth birthday. She 
made it fine. Others have chosen to spend more time in the lower 
areas often exploring Windy Camp or some of the lower meadows. 
As a general rule we climb to Windy Camp for lunch and explore the 
alpine areas later. Even though we are on the drier side of the 
Olympics, there are often fogs and sprinkles in the afternoon, even 
in July. They can come up suddenly. It is best to pack some light 
weight rain gear. If there is no breeze around Windy Camp, we also 
have a chance to meet some of Washington's voracious wildlife, the 
Olympic mosquitoes. The streams, while beautiful and cold, should 
not be used as a water source untreated. 

Why would anyone want to find a mountain that not even the 
natives know about, to walk over 3 miles, climbing about 3000 feet, 
to possibly be rained upon or attacked by mosquitoes where it's not 
even safe to drink the water? Mount Townsend holds one of the 
greatest varieties of common, rate, and endemic mountain plants 
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of any mountain area in the Pacific Northwest. 
The trailhead is in typical high woodland. The forest includes 

Pseudotsuga menziesii, Tsuga heterophylla, Thuja plicata, and 
Abies grandis with occasional Acer macrophyllum, Alnus rubra, 
Prunus emarginata, and P. virginiana var. demissa. This is one of 
the few areas I have found where populations of Acer glabrum var. 
douglasii and A. circinatum are commonly found interspersed. A 
number of the plants appear to exhibit intermediate characteris
tics. 

Under the trees in lighter areas are Gaultheria shallon, and at 
the upper reaches of the zone, G. ovatifolia. Rhododendron macro
phyllum, Rubus parvifolius, Berberis (Mahonia) nervosa, Sambu-
cus racemosa, Ribes lacustre, and Rosa gymnocarpa. Several of the 
Rubus parvifolius have fringed petals. Two huckleberries, Vac-
cinium parvifolium with red berries and V. membranaceum with 
blue-black berries, are found. 

The woodland floor for about the first 1 1/2 miles is thickly 
carpeted with herbaceous shadedwellers: Achlys triphylla, Actaea 
rubra, Oxalis oregana, Cornus canadensis, and the subshrubby 
Linnaea borealis. In the upper areas of the woodland zone these are 
replaced by Rubus lasiococcus, Asarum caudatum, Mitella trifida, 
and Parnassia fimbriata. Stretching above these lower groundcov-
ers are gracefully arching Smilacina racemosa, S. stellata, Aruncus 
Sylvester, and the rarely seen lily Stenanthium occidentale. The 
small, waxy, mahogany bells are easily missed by the unobservant 
but offer a delightful shy elegance. Clintonia uniflora is common 
in more open areas. In deeper shade are a number of the smaller 
Ericaceae: Chimaphila umbellata, Pyrola asarifolia, P. minor, P. 
secunda, Pterospora andromedea, and Hypopitys monotropa. The 
pyrolas I find intriguing, though P. asarifolia is the only one with 
sufficient allure to attract me to the inevitable garden failure. (I 
find the pyrolas repeat garden suicides when in my care.) Pyrola 
asarifolia has a fragile, rich green, oily-appearing leaf—a true 
knock-out in dark shade against soft green moss. The pinedrop and 
pinecap seem left over from Walt Disney's Fantasia. Pterospora 
andromedea rises like clumps of yard-tall cinnamon colored 
wands. Hypopitys montropa ranges from cream to florescent pink 
in stem, leaves, and nodding flower clusters. 

In sunny forest breaks on well-drained soil are the small 
Lonicera utahensis, Paxistima myrsinites, and Heuchera micran-
tha. Some of the forms of heuchera from this area are much more 
floriferous, looking a great deal like a dwarfed baby's-breath. The 
honeysuckle is refined in its native habitat but took on a teenage 
awkward lankiness in the garden. The false boxwood has always 
fascinated me, but while cuttings rooted readily, I couldn't get it to 
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establish until Frances Roberson explained that the plant hated 
root disturbance and that lifting the cutting could be enough to kill 
the plant. Rooting it in well-drained soil mix and planting the en
tire pot out seemed to solve the problem. 

Any place there is a bit of sun there will be fireweed, Epilobium 
angustifolium. In the sun along moist areas in the woods are 
Mimulus guttatus, and apparently M. dentatus, and the tall, pale 
Delphinium glaucum. Where the territory is not both dry and 
sunny, swordfern, Polystichum munitum makes itself at home. 
Notochelone (Penstemon) nemorosa rises in the light shade like 
some wildling snapdragon—only a few, never a field. Quietly where 
the shade is the deepest, where only moss and the occasional pyrola 
survive, is Goody era oblongifolia as happily at home as it is 50 
miles away on exposed rocks just above the ocean spray. 

Many of the plants which make their first appearance in this 
woodland continue into upper areas. Both Viola sempervirens and 
V. glabella fall into this category. Since V. sempervirens is native 
through the woodlands around Seattle, it is a safe doer for neglected 
nooks. Perhaps unfairly, that is the value I have always assigned 
it. George Schenk commented to me on another rock plant at one 
time, "If it weren't so easy to grow, people would see what a mar
velous plant it is." The viola may suffer the same problem. I must 
admit that I truly love its companion V. glabella. I first learned it 
from the back garden of the taxonomist Helen Gilkey in Corvallis, 
Oregon. I was told she didn't garden, but her entire yard was the 8-
inch-tall yellow johnny-jump-up! It's intriguing how our memo
ries emotionally color plants even in the wild. 

About 2 miles up the trail, the woodland dramatically opens 
into less stable slopes. Trees still form isolated patches of wood
land, but the views are now of spectacular ridges up scree slopes and 
meadows. Many of the plants that first make their appearance here 
continue into the alpine zone. Larger plants include Pinus con-
torta, Chamaecyparis nootkatensis, and Abies lasiocarpa. The 
creeping Juniperus communis var. montanus tangles with Arc-
tostaphylos uva-ursi. Threaded in among the kinnikinnick are 
two particularly successful garden plants, Symphoricarpos mollis 
var. hesperius and the Olympic form of Potentilla Jruticosa. The 
snowberry is absolutely prostrate. Mixed with the kinnikinnick it 
shows fresh green leaves early in the spring and a relatively strong 
red fall color. The flowers are usually enough buried that I miss 
them in the garden when so many flowers are in spring bloom, and 
I've never noticed them in the mountains. About the first of July 
they develop clusters of small, flattened white berries that last late 
into the fall. The white berries in combination with the red of the 
kinnikinnick and then the bright evergreen leaves to cover the de-
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parture of the red flash of the snowbeny foliage is a combination to 
thrill a florist. The snowbeny grows in Seattle rockeries with no 
summer care. The potentilla, which was selected by Bob Putnam 
from Mt. Townsend, grows in very mobile screes. I have not seen 
any but the prostrate form on Mt. Townsend. The flowers are a 
light yellow, and the plant is a strong grower in a pot or well-
drained soil. 

In the scree and meadow slopes, herbaceous material becomes 
prolific. The plants from the lower sunny areas are joined by 
Aquilegia formosa, Anaphalis margaritacea, Arenaria obtusiloba, 
Aster foliaceus, Cerastium berringianum, Phacelia sericea, Sedum 
divergens, and the weedy Hieracium gracile and Agoserts aurantica. 
The large carroty Heracleum lanatum and lomatium tangle with 
the daisies of Chrysanthemum leucanthemum. Bulbs make an ap
pearance: Lilium columbianum, Fritillaria lanceolata, Allium 
amplectens, A. acumtnatum and Zigadenus venenosus in the rock. 
The lily is a more dwarf form than is usually seen, under a foot tall 
with full-sized flowers. With the strength of growth in most of the 
area's plants, it seems unlikely that it is simply a starvation reac
tion. Brian Halliwell took bulbs back to Kew, but I have not heard 
how they performed there, and I do not know of anyone else who 
has tried them in the garden. The fritillaria seems happy both here 
and in the higher elevations. The small-flowered Zigadenus ve
nenosus grows well but is a bit dowdy. The onions are interesting 
and quite growable. Allium acumtnatum has a small cluster of in
tense rose-purple flowers. Allium amplectens is a narrow-leaved 
onion that seems confined to this mid-elevation and has papery 
pink blossoms. 

The family Scrophulariaceae is especially well represented. In 
sunny breaks in the woods Penstemon rupicola grows in isolated 
cracks. In the middle and alpine zones Penstemon davidsonii var. 
menziesii and P. procerus var. tolmiei are frequently seen. Pen
stemon davidsonii var. menziesii forms tight mats of rather dense 
oval serrated leaves topped by clusters of violet-blue flowers, often 
surmounted by a thin outer skin of purple. Penstemon procerus 
var. tolmiei is lankier with larger, more stretched flower clusters of 
a slaty blue. Because of its more refined character, P. davidsonii 
tends to attract more attention even with its smaller size. Penste
mon rupicola puts in a brief appearance near the trail head on rock 
outcrops, but its red flowers are duller than in many of its better 
forms. Several forms of Castilleja make an appearance. They 
range from golden to fuchsia, red, and orange. The closely allied 
Orthocarpus imbricatus joins in with straw-colored inflorescences. 
One of the dwarf yellow mimulus peeks out in wet locations in the 
lower zones. The softly pinkish-lavender heads of Pedicularis 
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racemosa also put in an occasional appearance beside conifer 
groves. The plants have a slightly awkward appearance; perhaps 
it's only that their entire leaves are less spectacular foils for the 
flowers than the more feathery, deeply-dissected leaves of other 
species. 

It is really in these breaks into the sunshine that our trekkers 
begin sorting out. Entomologist, Sharon Collman is generally one 
of the first settlers, moving into the fields of giant cowparsnip, 
Heracleum lanatum, like the proverbial "kid in the candystore." I 
readily admit that their clouds of insects are probably the most 
prolific on the mountain—with the possible exception of the 
mosquitos around Windy Camp. All along the trail it begins to look 
like a Hollywood war epic: bodies strewn amongst the rocks, but 
clutching cameras not wounds. There are also the ascenders like 
Kitty and Phil Pearson and Steve Doonan who are going to reach 
the cliffs at the top and can't be distracted by things at lower levels. 
George Schenk on the other hand is a quiet stroller in no hurry to 
reach the top, observing everything along the way. Dan Douglas 
scouts side areas, locating one of the two colonies of Lewisia 
columbtana var. rupicola we have found to date. Unlike the elegant 
form named by Carl English from Saddle Mountain in Oregon, the 
Olympic plants have spathulate leaves of pale green remaining 
trunkless like forms from the eastern range, but the flowers are 
blush pink rather than white striped pink. There is no intensity of 
cerise as in the Saddle Mountain material. 

The rock clingers are common through the cliffs of this area. 
There are two mat-forming silenes here, S. douglasii and S. parryl 
Both are rather pallid in show, greenish white to mauve, although 
S. douglasii may attain some quite brilliant colors upon occasion. 
I am more attracted by some of the smaller crevice dwellers. Sol-
idago multradiata var. scopulorum is a tiny goldenrod. The form 
on Mt. Townsend is often under 4 inches tall with vivid green leaves 
and sunflower-yellow rayed flowers. Another daisy, Senecio Jlettii, 
is about the same stature to about 8 inches with a compact cluster of 
globose yellow heads. Erigeron jlettii, an endemic, forms clumps of 
large white flowers that are held about 2 to 5 inches above the 
ground over forest-green foliage. Erigeron compositus var. glabra-
tus varies between button flowers and daisies. The leaves are at
tractive in all cases and dwarf daisies an inch above the rock are 
spectacular. Viola adunca shows up in this area. Compact and 
showy, the purple flowers are usually found crouching in the shel
ter of rock in almost full sun. 

This area includes a number of good forms of rock garden 
shrubs. Artemisia suksdorfii, Cassiope mertensiana, Luina hy-
poleuca, Phyllodoce empetriformis, as well as the arctostaphylos, 
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potentilla, and vacciniums mentioned previously. Luina hy-
poleuca is reminiscent of a miniature Senecio 'Sunshine' (S. grey(j 
with lemon-colored rayless daisy flowers. It is growable in a scree 
situation in Seattle gardens but rarely seen. The cassiope and 
phyllodoce are grown by ericaceaeophiles. 

There are several ferns dwelling among the loose rocks. Moving 
from the shade of the lower zone into the rocks of the mid-elevation 
is Polystichum munitum. In the loose scree is a colony we have la
belled as Polysitchum ? lonchitis. Cryptogramma crispa forms 
fringe around the loose stones. In the shade of the lower zone there 
are lycopodiums and selaginellas. Selaginella oregana will even 
occasionally venture into the scree. Athyrium filvc-femina and 
Blechnum spicant are common at low elevations. 

The lunch stop, Windy Camp, is at the lower edge of the alpine 
zone. There is a small lake surrounded by sub-alpine conifers. In 
the lee of the trees there are swatches of sub-irrigated soil populated 
by Pamassia fimbriata, Trollius laxus var. albijlorus, Salix arc-
tica, and Sorbus sitchensis var. grayi. It is from this point up that 
there are frequent breezes and occasional fog and showers. 

Assuming that people have made it this far and consumed their 
meal before the mosquitoes consumed them, the most exciting 
plants are now at hand. The trail steepens, the rocks are looser and 
the trees quickly disappear. 

Just above the lake is the pale pink Pedicularis racemosa. Pen-
stemon procerus var. tolmiei is of a very good form here and P. 
davidsonii is compact and seems to become better and better as the 
saddle is approached. In the loose talus slopes are Delphinium 
glareosum, a blue larkspur and budded mats of the Olympic aster, 
Aster paucicapitatus. The Abies amabilis and A. lasiocarpa have 
great skirts of krumholtz usually edged with masses of alliums, Zi-
gadenus elegans, Douglasia laevigata, and the first Campanula 
piperl The rarely seen Oxytropis campestris and Smelowskia ca-
lycina put in an appearance near the saddle. The cracks in large 
rocks become a major habitat. All plants seem to reduce in size and 
to mingle, making small gardens. Douglasia laevigata var. cilio-
lata sports pale purple flowers and Epilobium glaberrimum pro
duces a shocking display of fuchsia-colored flowers over short-
trailing stems of blue leaves. The magenta Hedysarum occidentale 
is mixed with the orange of Castilleja miniata and the gold of Erio-
phyllum lanatum. Nearing the saddle, Phacelia sericea adds its 
purple to the mixture, and the elegant, large-flowered Zigadenus el
egans appears. The miniature Viola adunca var. bellidifolia adds 
more purple and Erysimum arenicola contrasts with brilliant yel
low. Saxifraga bronchialis var. vespertina and S. caespitosa dan
gle from these cracks and Campanula piperi emphasizes the frac-
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tures with evergreen leaves and staunch blue-purple flowers. Occa
sional plants are the felty white Synthyris pinnatifida var. lanugi-
nosa. Long past bloom, the ever-silver tufts create the feeling of 
miniature snowy parsley. 

Above the saddle to the right about 200 to 250 yards are larger 
populations of the Synthyris and a marvelously compact dark 
green Arctospaphylos uva-urst There are also extremely good 
dwarf forms of two daisies, Erigeron Jlettii and Erigeron composi-
tus. My favorite was always the dissected leaf E. compositus which 
has variable daisies from rayless buttons to graceful white daisies 
very much like Bellis perennis. Marvin preferred the E. Jlettii with 
entire leaves and larger white flowers. A particularly short-
stemmed form was propagated for several years by Bob Putnam at 
The Plant Farm. The Potentilla fruticosa which Bob also propa
gated as the 'Olympic Mountain Form' is common in the lower ele
vations, but in the talus fields ascending to the rock outcrops, the 
plants are ancient, contorted, and dwarf—ideals of bonsai. Here 
and there in more stable areas is the diminutive Viola adunca var. 
bellidifolia. In less stable areas near the outcrop, there are 
marvelous patches of Elmera racemosa looking like an elegant 
fringed heuchera. On a good slide you can actually observe 3 to 4 
distinctive forms before skidding to a stop on a rocky brink. 

Back to the saddle and farther east about a mile, you come to 
cliffs of rotting rock studded with Petrophytum hendersonii, Silene 
acaulis, and a dwarf willow, Salix arctica, about 7 feet in diameter 
and an inch tall. Saxifraga oppositifolia clings to vertical rotting 
faces of walls. Swales of Lupinus lyallii [L. lepidus var. lobbii) car
pet the more level areas and the dusty rose blooms of Geum trijlo-
rum var. campanulatwn overhang them. The trick at this point is 
to remember that it is about an hour down to the parking lot— 
though I have to admit that sunset on the ridge with a bottle of wine 
is well worth the forced trek in the dark. It provides the memories 
that warm drab and lonely moments with "remember when..." 

(The author has provided a comprehensive plant list of this 
area. For a copy, you may send a stamped, self-addressed, legal size 
envelope to S. Sutton, P. O. Box 1371, Port Townsend, WA 98368.) 
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Trillium Antics 

Edith Dusek 
Graham, Washington 

In addition to those deviations which might be considered to be 
within the normal range of trillium activity, one finds others in 
which the flair for doing something different is carried to extremes. 
Some of these are no more than normal patterns carried to unusual 
lengths. Others are complete departures from the usual ways of do
ing things. Some are not particularly attractive while others can be 
extraordinarily beautiful. There are several general plans of 
departure from the norm, any of which may occur independently or 
may be variously combined. In all cases the deviations occur in 
three versions: They may be accidents of the one season only; a 
given plant may have a tendency to produce the deviation, but not 
on a predictable basis; or a plant may be permanently fixed in its 
peculiarities. Since the appearance of any of these three forms may 
be the same, the only way to tell one from the other is to grow them 
under optimum conditions for several years. 

Among the several species of western Trillium, the usual thing 
is to find such deviations scattered very thinly through the popula
tion with the incidence of oddities varying only slightly from stand 
to stand of that species. Some species such as T. parviflorum 
(which varies only rarely in the ways discussed below) and T. rivale 
(which for the most part confines its efforts to color variation) have 
a very low incidence of extreme variations. In others, the incidence 
and distribution patterns seem to be roughly the same. In what ap
pear to be exceptional cases, deviant forms will be found to be 
common in very restricted areas. The author found such a swarm 
of T. x oregonum along a small stream and a friend reports that 
some years ago a swarm of variously double-flowered T. ovatum 
were to be seen in an area which is now a parking lot. 

It must be understood that any of the deviations discussed are 
by no means common anywhere. In a company of rarities, some 
are just a little more apt to be found than are others. 

Perhaps the first odd forms to be noticed are flowers with mis
placed color. In these, portions of one or more structure will have 
taken on a color and size which is generally associated with an
other. One sees flowers with one or more petals (very rarely all of 
them and even less often in an even pattern) which have one or 
more green stripes. Conversely, one or more sepals will be partially 
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or wholly white. The impression one gets is that somehow material 
from one structure has appeared in another. In either case the er
rant material more nearly conforms in size to the structure whose 
color it has than to that of the structure in which one finds it. 
Where petals are involved, the green mark(s) are generally broadest 
at the edge of the petal, diminishing as it passes inward. Generally 
it does not extend to the base of the petal. The petal edge shows a 
modest but usually detectable constriction in the green area. White 
portions in what should be a sepal often show dramatic increase. 
Flowers have been found in which what should be a sepal is repre
sented by a narrow green keel-like affair with grandiose flanges of 
white on either side. All other flower components were quite nor
mal. 

More often the shift of sepal color and size to petal is much less 
obvious and may, indeed, be indicated by no more than a very nar
row margin on one side. Sometimes confusion about what to put 
where results in a small thumb-like projection extending from one 
side of the sepal, or a sepal and petal may team up to form a single 
structure that is half petal and half sepal. Mislaying of tissue is 
most often confined to either petals or sepals but sometimes one 
finds plants in which both are combined. Generally only one of 
these equivalent structures is involved but two or all of them may 
indulge in these fancies. To find a plant with anything like a uni
form performance in all of the petals or sepals is extremely rare. It 
is also possible for one or both of these types of deviation to be 
combined with other forms of variance from the norm. 

Perhaps the most obvious difference between these types of 
western variants and the so-called green mutants which occur in T. 
grandijlorum is that in almost all cases our western plants have 
flowers that are completely functional, while the grandiflorums 
may produce pollen but are nearly always otherwise sterile. From 
the often garbled information available about the grandiflorums, 
one gets a strong feeling that the same type of variants which have 
misplaced color in our western species also is found in T. 
grandijlorum and that this portion of the plants behaves just as 
ours do. What can be nothing more than misplaced color is re
ported in many of the eastern species, and I have seen examples of it 
in several species not native to the West Coast. 

All plants containing misplaced color with which I have been 
personally acquainted have been capable of producing seed. Excep
tions to this rule are extraordinarily rare regardless of species. It is 
not only possible but highly probable that the confusion about the 
so-called green mutant grandiflorums results in their being the 
forms with misplaced color as well as the sterile types involved in 
the various discussions. There is a colony in the Southeast which 
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appears to be producing at least some seed even though the general 
impression one gets is that at least some of the plants bear a strong 
resemblance to grandiflorums of midwestern origin, which have 
been getting something less than rave notices since they are accused 
of being virally infected Typhoid Marys." 

Green markings on the petals or white ones on the sepals are 
almost invariably off-center instead of being more centrally lo
cated as in the suspect grandiflorums. In all the years that they 
have coexisted in this garden with more normal brethren of nu
merous species, there has been absolutely no indication that the ef
fect is in any way passed from one plant to another. Indeed, one cu
rious plant, which has for years produced a single stem with offbeat 
flowers among all of the normal ones in the clump, never seems to 
progress beyond this state of affairs. It appears that such a thing is 
very rare. To be truthful, of all the various plants of misplaced 
color that have come to the garden over the years, it is an excep
tional one which deigns to repeat the hat trick thereafter. The rare 
exceptions appear to be quite stable in their unstable ways; for it is 
rare for two flowers in a clump to bear the same markings, and 
photographic records bear witness to the fact that each year's per
formance is different from the last. Despite this fickle perfor
mance, the plants have no compunctions at all about producing 
fruits as fully stuffed with plump seeds as any "normal" plant. To 
date the misplaced color has not been found in any trillium which 
can be relied upon to produce exactly the same color patterns every 
year. 

The name trillium is derived from an inherent tendency of the 
genus to produce its parts in three or multiples thereof. Dimerous 
plants in which one whole segment is missing, shift the remaining 
two into a quite opposite stance. The result is curiously like the 
propeller toys that delight young children. Examples of this oddity 
have been encountered in most species of western trilliums. Occa
sionally the sessile flowered species will produce four leaves with a 
two-bladed propeller on top, or a plant with a taste for such experi
mentation may produce some of each of these types among the typi
cal three-part stems. Like the plants with misplaced color, the ef
fect is most often ephemeral. 

A most unusual plant of T. ovatum was seen having the normal 
three leaves but only two petals to the flower so fused at the bottom 
that the flowers were incapable of opening. Short of destroying the 
blossom, there was no way to count the other parts of the flower, but 
there were at least enough of everything for a small fruit to result. 
This particular plant has proven to be one of the "stable-unstable" 
affairs for its second effort was also not three-part though nothing 
like the first. Fusion of two parts was seen also in one of the ses-
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siles. Here one petal was missing but two of the sepals were perma
nently fused by a thin white line. 

Plants with all parts in fours are encountered reasonably often. 
Those with five or six parts are much more rare. In the latter case 
things get a bit crowded so instead of all petals on the same plane, 
they will be in two concentric rings. In one, the inner petals lay 
against the outer ones; in the other, the inner petals were held erect 
in an effect rather like a daffodil. Both were quite pretty. One gets 
the feeling that such efforts result from a slip-up in timing for al
most invariably two stems are produced the next year where there 
was but one. 

True Siamese twinning is occasionally seen. The effect is any
thing but attractive as two more or less complete flowers are con
joined at the ovary. Despite the inevitable warping of structure, at 
least one of these monstrosities produced a small misshapen fruit 
with a few seeds in it. There is a record of a plant which carried out 
the separation to the extent that two perfect blossoms, each on its 
own pedicel, were carried above the normal three leaves. Unfortu
nately, I do not know the fate of this plant. 

Sometimes instead of a complete loss or multiplication of one 
of the normal three units, only one (or more) structure is involved. 
Probably the best known example of this is the conversion of sta
men to petal. It is a simple matter to count the stamens and come to 
the conclusion that the extra petal has resulted from the missing 
stamen. Often there are telltale areas of pollen tissue on the erring 
petal. These may very well produce small amounts of viable pollen. 
While this is of no moment in plants which have normal stamens 
also, it is well to remember the fact if one should encounter plants 
in which conversion of the parts is more complete. 

Stamen conversion is generally highly unstable. It has been 
said that those plants which produce the greatest number of petals 
per flower are most likely to prove to be stable in form. Unfortu
nately this is not necessarily true. In my collection, two plants 
which have in the past produced double blossoms are of a most un
predictable nature. While flowers often contain surplus petals of 
various size, sometimes there is no more than extra wide stamen 
connectives to suggest the proclivities of the plants. Petals derived 
from stamens often have a distinctive clam-shell shape. One plant 
even went farther and embellished its effort with a variety of ridges 
and hair-like appendages. 

Conversion of the pistil is less often encountered and seemingly 
is resorted to only when the plant has run out of stamens with 
which to experiment. If the conversion is complete, obviously the 
flower will be sterile. However, distorted female flower parts may 
sometimes be hidden in the proliferation of petals. Handworking 
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of such unlikely looking structures with pollen taken from pollen 
bearing petal edges may very well result in the formation of at least 
a few seeds. 

It will be obvious that the conversion of the sexual parts will re
sult in a more or less double flower. The number of petals may be 
increased by unit duplication also in the same blossom so that an 
even greater number of petals result. There is still another method 
of increasing the number of petals which takes place when notch
ing of the petal edges extends to the base of the petal. The notched 
portions may or may not be rather small. In the finished product of 
a fully double flower, it is not always obvious just how it was de
rived. Following the progress of one of the unstable plants as it 
combines and recombines the various methods in different flowers 
in the clump, or from one year to the next, can be quite revealing. 

Instead of converting to petals to produce a flower, all parts may 
become sepals. The result is an all green "flower" which remains in 
good condition almost as long as do the leaves. While not as showy 
as flowers of a contrasting color, some of them have an elegance of 
form which is not to be ignored. 

Perhaps the ultimate in conversion is the production of what 
might best be described as a pile of leaves with little indication of 
floral parts at all. One of my most unusual finds is a plant which 
had produced a collection of sepals and leaf-like affairs which a 
touch of white to suggest a petal. The whole was held aloft by a per
fectly normal pedicel. The following year the plant showed its dis
pleasure at being moved by omitting the pedicel. Subsequently it 
went into a spate of division but has retained its habit of producing 
a stack of leaves. A somewhat similar plant exists in Oregon. 

Unusual configurations need not be confined to mature plants. 
Juveniles of various species have been found with surplus leaves in 
various configurations. That most often seen is a normal three-
leaved effort which has one or more "rabbit ears" standing up from 
the juncture of stem and leaves. A six-leaved effort with the leaves 
in two concentric flat rings was rather attractive. Most often these 
juvenile experiments are never repeated. Plants which are inher
ently unstable, however, may carry matters a bit farther. Very 
rarely a short stem will be produced which in turn produces two or 
more exaggerated petioles; in effect one gets a young T. ovatum 
which looks like a common version of T. petiolatwn. Recently one 
of the ovatums got so carried away with its experiments that in
stead of three extra-long petioles, it made six of them. Four bore 
single leaves, the other two each ended in a set of three small leaves. 

After many years of observations, I am no longer surprised at 
the antics trilliums can perform. Even knowing that the largest 
percentage of unusual plants will revert to normal the following 
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year and that those which do not will be highly erratic in their dis
plays has not dimmed my zest for seeing what the trilliums have 
been up to each new spring. For among the erring plants there are 
also those with double flowers which are at least as fixed in their 
ways as are the more normal single-flowered plants. 

Unfortunately no effort seems to have been made to distinguish 
between the various double-flowered clones which have appeared in 
trilliums. One finds them listed for the most part as "flore plenum" 
or "multiplex." The only officially named doubles seem to be two 
forms of T. ovatum. While it is true that both are lovely things, it 
does not help to keep from oblivion the ten or more other forms of 
double ovatum which exist or have existed at one time. There seem 
to have been at least the same number of lovely double-flowered 
forms of T. grandiflorum but none seem to have been honored with 
names. Doubles have appeared in other species as well but with 
even less recognition. 

In the past any plant forms which did not adhere closely to 
what was considered to be the norm were swept under the rug as 
monstrosities by the botanical fraternity. If this had been done 
with such things as roses and tulips, where would our modern gar
dens be today? It behooves the gardener to be equally discerning in 
the matter of our own natives. Genera like the trilliums have such 
a lot to offer, not only among those plants which are doing what 
comes naturally but also for the plant breeder who would take these 
lovely plants under his wing. 
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Dr. Edgar T. Wherry Award, 1988 

Laura Louise Foster and H. Lincoln Foster 

In the 15 years since the American Rock Garden Society 
inaugurated the Dr. Edgar T. Wherry Award for studies of American 
native plants, there have been only seven recipients. All special
ized in limited geographic regions or genera. It is with special plea
sure, therefore, that in 1988 we recognize with a joint award the ef
forts of two horticulturists who have been generalists. 

With neither bias nor chauvinism, because they have loved good 
plants from anywhere in the world, they have taught thousands of 
us that our native American plants need not suffer by comparison 
to exotics. It was in 1968, just 20 years ago, that Houghton Mifflin 
published their book Rock Gardening, A Guide to Growing Alpines 
and Other Wild/Lowers in the American Garden, in which 
townsendias and eriogonums, douglasias and trilliums, got equal 
billing with European gentians and Asiatic primroses. The text 
was by H. Lincoln Foster, the exquisite and precise botanical draw
ings were by Laura Louise Foster, and together they changed our 
lives as well as our gardens. 

Line seems always to have had a garden, but at first his atten
tion centered on trees and shrubs, especially rhododendrons. 
Gradually, he developed an interest in wildflowers and joined the 
infant American Rock Garden Society in 1943. In the ensuing 45 
years, Line served the Society as director, seed exchange manager, 
president, and author, contributing more than 25 articles to the 
Bulletin. 

Line was born, appropriately, in the Garden State of New Jersey 
in 1906. Following graduation from Williams College in 1928, he 
began teaching Latin and English in Morristown, New Jersey. He 
moved to Connecticut in 1937 where, with a colleague, he founded 
and became co-headmaster of the Norfolk School in Litchfield. Af
ter the war, he became involved with forestry, assisting Professor 
Harold Lutz of Yale University with a botanical survey of the 6,000-
acre Great Mountain Forest in Norfolk. In 1949 he married Timmy 
(Laura Louise), moved to Falls Village, resumed teaching, and work 
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began on Millstream. 
Millstream In Falls Village, Connecticut, is the creation of two 

loving gardeners. Although Timmy described herself as "just my 
husband's weeder," the gardens were a joint effort and emphasized 
their devotion to American plants. When accepting the ARGS pres
idency in 1964, Line stated this dedication by underlining the pur
pose of the Society as "a concerted effort on the part of our members 
to collect, select, propagate, and disseminate desirable forms of our 
native American flora suitable for rock gardens." 

He and Timmy travelled, collected, and waxed eloquent about 
native American claytonias, hepaticas, tiarellas, dicentras, short-
ias, asarums, and phloxes, blending evocative poetry with precise 
botanical terms. At one time or another, they grew nearly all the 
"sixty or eighty or one hundred species" of phlox. Invited to Mill-
stream to help sort out the ancestry of the resulting hybrid progeny 
(which include many of our present garden stalwarts), Dr. Wherry 
exclaimed, "My, I'm going to have fun here!" 

As for Laura Louise Foster, Dr. Wherry had special praise for 
her illustrations for Cobb's Field Guide to the Ferns, in which she 
broke with tradition by paying special attention to the roots. From 
then on, Timmy insisted on working from living material, floating 
rooted specimens in water so that she might better capture both the 

Line and Timmy Foster 
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structure and the essential posture of the plants. Many of her orig
inal drawings are in the archives of the Hunt Botanical Library in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Born in 1918 in Ohio, brought up "on a sand dune on the south
eastern tip of Long Island, New York, within spitting distance of the 
Atlantic Ocean," and educated at Bennington College in Vermont, 
Timmy worked as an editor and had no interest in gardening until 
her marriage to H. Lincoln Foster. "Little did I know what I was 
getting into. I soon discovered that in marrying Line I was not only 
marrying a rock garden, but the American Rock Garden Society." 

Her absorption was fast and complete. She not only helped de
sign, plant and weed, she served as editor of the Bulletin from 1977 
until late 1984. In that time, she diligently sought articles on na
tive American plants from scientists and amateurs alike. By so do
ing, she broadened our awareness, increased our chances of 
successful cultivation, and pinpointed areas of fuzziness that she, 
and all of us, wished the taxonomists would clarify. When Timmy 
died, too early, last January, she was still delineating plants with 
both words and pictures. 

We have enjoyed their definitive book on rock gardening for 20 
years, the gardens at Millstream for nearly 40, as well as a seem
ingly effortless stream of articles and illustrations praising our 
very own American flora. Like Dr. Wherry, we have had a lot of fun. 
It is with gratitude, respect, and love that we award, jointly, the 
Edgar T. Wherry Award for 1988 to Laura Louise Foster, posthu
mously, and to H. Lincoln Foster. 

—Joan Means 

Award of Merit 

Howard N. Porter 

Sometimes we are a bit slow in recognizing special contribu
tions from a member of the American Rock Garden Society. Today, 
finally, we make tardy amends. 

When a highly educated and whimsical scholar of Latin and 
Greek, trained at Yale University and for many years professor of 
these ancient languages at Columbia University, decides to devote 
himself to horticulture, one can expect not only thorough devotion, 
but an original and inventive approach. 

With a home base in Guilford, Connecticut, and a summer ex-
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tension in Maine, Howard Porter leapt into the growing of flower
ing plants with both nimble feet. In Maine his delphiniums and 
meconopsis were of first class stature and beauty. In Guilford, he 
began to experiment with less statuesque beauties, the more occult 
and difficult the better. 

Ranging farther afield, Howard utilized family connections in 
the Southwest to seek out native desert plants that he and his first 
wife carried back to New England and nurtured inside the house. 
Once these began to flourish, his interests expanded to include 
challenging plants from the Mediterranean. 

Still not satisfied, he subscribed to expeditions to Turkey, 
South America, and other remote places, and thus ventured into 
raising to perfection seeds from these very different climates. In
deed, other subscribers tended to entrust their seed allotments to 
Howard so that they might benefit from his propagating skills. He 
was, in fact, so successful with his seed sowing, that every friend 
and visitor to his gardens went home laden with rare seedlings 
from exotic places around the world. 

For years, Howard's superbly grown plants took prize after prize 
on the show benches at Connecticut Chapter meetings, turning his 
fellow competitors weak-kneed with envy. And if you coveted his 

r 

Howard Porter 
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plants, Howard, always generous, would offer seeds or cuttings from 
even his rarest specimens. 

In addition to his horticultural skills, Howard contributed his 
literary expertise when he consented to inaugurate a chapter 
newsletter, The Connecticut Plantsman, which became a model for 
future chapter newsletters. 

A few years later, when the editor of the ARGS Bulletin had to 
resign, reluctantly and suddenly, Howard consented to edit our na
tional publication. He began in mid-stream, starting with the Fall 
1975 issue, and continued with distinction and style until family 
considerations forced him to retire at the end of 1977. 

For thirty years, Howard has made innumerable and unher
alded contributions to alpine gardening through his expertise in 
propagation, his generosity in sharing plants, and his willing con
tributions to both chapter and national publications. For his out
standing devotion to rock gardening and to the American Rock 
Garden Society, the Society itself is honored by awarding Howard 
N. Porter a long-due Award of Merit. 

—H. Lincoln Foster 

Marcel Le Piniec Award, 1988 

James E. Cross 

The Awards Committee of the American Rock Garden Society is 
pleased to present its annual Marcel Le Piniec Award to James E. 
Cross, proprietor of Environmentals Nursery, Cutchogue, New 
York. This award honors a nurseryman or propagator actively en
gaged in enriching and extending the range of plant material avail
able to American rock gardeners. Mr. Cross, a propagator par ex
cellence, concentrates on woody material of choicer and rarer 
sorts, especially plants of dwarf or "measured" stature, and main
tains a continuing close relationship with the rock gardening 
community. His activities are a remarkably good fit for the Le 
Piniec Award requirements. 

Jim Cross came to plants in mid-life. He was educated for busi
ness and finance at Ohio State and Stanford University and subse
quently worked in the investment world of Wall Street. Plants be
came an important part of his life outside of the working day, and 
when Wall Street activities palled, he gave up his partnership and 
became a nurseryman. Environmentals was started in 1967 and 
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immediately became a source for quality material. 
A thoroughly smitten plant enthusiast himself, Jim Cross 

seeks out and propagates new and desirable plant rarities, tests 
them in his own garden, and then distributes them commercially 
and privately to nursery outlets, to arboreta, and to many local and 
national plant societies. He has been a continuing source of desir
able plant material, either sold or donated, for local ARGS chapter 
functions as well as national activities such as Study Weekends and 
Annual Meetings. As part of the contact process for these activities, 
many a choice plant has been freely given to chapter individuals, 
introducing it to the ARGS community informally before stock 
builds up for widespread distribution. 

The propagating benches of Environmentals Nursery are an in
spiration and a lesson to a touring ARGS chapter. Much of the ma
terial is of rock garden or rock garden background plants. Orderli
ness and cleanliness speak clearly from Jim's nursery benches to 
us amateurs with our unpredictable annual successes and disasters. 
His methods work, and he has shared them with the ARGS on a 
number of occasions in propagation lectures to single chapters and 
to Study Weekend assemblages. There are two rock gardens 
maintained at Environmentals, one at the nursery itself devoted 
primarily to dwarf conifers and a newer tufa garden for smaller 

Jim Cross 
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specialized material adjacent to the house. These two gardens have 
become the focus of ARGS and other plant society garden tours in 
the Northeast. 

In 1985 Jim and Connie Cross installed a display garden at the 
Long Island Chapter Study Weekend which will probably remain as 
the legendary standard for these affairs. The effect of such a garden 
on the interest and thirst for plant knowledge of ARGS members is 
beyond calculation. Other rock gardens have been constructed and 
presented to the ARGS and the general public by the Crosses at sev
eral Long Island Flower Shows and at the Hudson Valley Study 
Weekend in 1987. 

Those who know Jim Cross can testify to his generosity and 
knowledge throughout the breadth of the plant world. He bears the 
mark of the true rock gardener—a specialist by virtue of wide but 
detailed knowledge which encompasses those plants of greatest 
rock garden interest rather than through a narrow based build-up 
of knowledge about rock garden plants only. He has always been 
ready to share and to teach, and there can be no doubt that he is an 
appropriate recipient for the Le Piniec Award. It is given with plea
sure, with appreciation of the man himself, and with congratula
tions for his contributions to ARGS people and plants. 

—Joann and Fred Knapp 
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Pleasures and Problems of a Scree 

Morris West 
Red Lion, Pennsylvania 

With apologies to Louise Beebe Wilder for paraphrasing the title 
of her most popular book, I thought that any members contemplat
ing the construction of a rock garden using a scree type mixture 
might be interested in my hands-on experience. The specific area of 
my rock garden composed of a scree mixture was constructed in the 
early spring and planting began immediately upon completion. It 
is approximately 25 feet by 40 feet on a slope facing north north 
west. 

The soil mixture, which varies from 12 inches to 24 inches deep, 
consists of two parts limestone gravel, two parts coarse sand, and 
one part humus. The composition of the humus is something of a 
mystery. Its primary use is as a topping for turf grass lawns and 
golf courses. I believe it is a mixture of well-composted wood by
products and sewage sludge laced with sufficient dolomitic lime
stone to produce an alkaline pH. It was chosen because it was 
available from the local sand and gravel supplier who agreed to de
liver the three components pre-mixed at no extra charge! The en
tire scree was topped with a thin layer of our local creek gravel, 
which is mainly eroded mica schist. The final pH is near 8.0. 

The garden has an open exposure but is backed by a deciduous 
woodland on the south which limits direct sunlight except in high 
summer. A clump of birch on the west shades one area from the af
ternoon sun even then, thus creating a variety of habitats. Rocks, 
some of which are as large as 4 tons, provide total shade and cool 
root runs for species preferring those conditions. 

The pleasures derived from nurturing rock plants in this envi
ronment have been many. It is no exaggeration to say that at least 
ninety percent of the plants introduced have been successful. This 
year, the fourth growing season since construction, bloom was pre
sent from February with Crocus chrysanthus 'E. A. Bowles' to 
November with Crocus sativus, Gentiana scabra, Orostachys 
spinosa, Ipomopsis aggregata, and some unknown phlox hybrids. 
The largest masses of blooms are provided by phlox species and hy
brids (particularly some of Line Foster's selections), Arabis alpina, 
Aubrieta deltoidea cultivars, and Campanula portenschlagiana. 

Generally mats have proven more satisfactory than buns and 
hummocks. Three mats have succeeded beyond expectations. What 
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I acquired as Brachycome multifida is a tight 1-inch-thick carpet 
with dissected leaves and almost clear blue flowers, unlike the 
loose carpet or bushy plant with lilac or pink blooms listed in the 
Seedlist Handbook, the only reference in which I have found it. 
Three plants have made a yard-wide filigree of dull green leaves set 
with myriad blue flowers in late spring and never without a few 
blossoms into October. 

Foliar effect also helps a rich green cascade of pinnately com
pound Hippocrespis comosa earn its keep, although the brief but at
tractive heads of bright yellow pea flowers offer added value in 
June. The stolons of Isotoma jluviatilis send out small, uniquely 
attractive leaves splayed across the brown gravel. The stems are set 
with small porcelain blue flowers from early summer to fall. I was 
unsure of the hardiness of each of these three taxa, but so far they 
have survived temperatures to +5° F. without snow cover. All seem 
to prefer maximum sun. 

Penstemon caespitosus has flourished with occasional unex
plained dieback of individual stems, but is absolutely miserly with 
its attractive scrophularious blossoms. Other members of the 
genus have been less niggardly with their floral displays. Particu
larly pleasing was my first flowering of P. jamesii and P. neomexi-
canus. Penstemon teucriaides has all the virtues of its caespitose 
sister plus a modest floral display. Even P. pinifoltus here in the 
scree more nearly approaches its natural floriferousness than 
clumps elsewhere in the garden in a heavier neutral soil. All of 
these westerners are, of course, heliolatrous. 

Most of the other best successes are also far from rare, recon
firming that the common rock plants are common for a reason. 
They earn their keep. I'm fond of simple flowers rather than dou
bles which means I often benefit from self-sown seedlings generally 
identical to the parents except for phlox, the most promiscuous 
tribe in the rock garden. The results of these matings have pro
duced no 'Laura' or 'Coral Eyes' but no real dogs either. One promis
ing reddish-purple cross puts on a respectable late summer-fall 
show. All the phlox in the rock garden will settle for considerably 
less than full sun, but most prefer it. 

Erysimum alpinum also seeds prolifically. The old plants de
cline, but progeny quickly take their place plus providing extra seed 
and plants for the ARGS Seed Exchange and chapter plant sales. 
They require at least a few hours of direct sun. What they don't re
quire is any mulch of organic material such as fallen leaves, which 
produce a fungal rot in short order. A similar problem affects As-
perula pontica, which thrives in a more protected spot, but can't 
tolerate even one birch leaf in damp weather without an inch circle 
of dieback underneath within 3 days. 
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With roots in the shade of large rocks, Clematis alpina sprawls 
several feet over the rocks and displays not only flamboyant blue 
flowers in late spring but attractive whorled seed heads throughout 
the summer. In almost total shade under the north face of rocks, 
several campions have developed nice colonies. The virginal white 
4-inch-tall Silene alpestris comes first, with S. caroliniana 
'Millstream' and S. caroliniana ssp. wherryi close behind. The last 
two must be kept well separated, since the subtle cotton-candy pink 
charm of the latter could never compete with the eye catching bril
liance of the former. In an even more sheltered chamber between 
large rocks, a group of Ramonda myconi and R. myconi 'Alba' are 
especially vigorous. Other rosettes in a dry wall with more direct 
sun are quite healthy, but look miserable in their shrunken state 
during our usual mid-summer drought while the ones in the shaded 
scree are a fat as cabbages. 

The rock garden does not contain many shrubs. A dwarf hem
lock, a couple of piceas, and Yucca Jilamentosa are the largest 
plants. On a smaller scale an attractive display has developed from 
three plants of Leiophyllum buxifolium var. prostration in a spe
cially created acid pocket. 

The major problems really overlap the pleasures. The loose 
sandy gravel mix that allows plants so inclined to spread easily, 
means an inhabitant such as a favorite pink Oenothera kunthiana 
(a gift from our former ARGS secretary) requires constant vigilance 
and isolation to keep its romping ways in check. The fecundity of 
many desirable species also means interlopers such as Oxalis cor-
niculata, Potentilla canadensis, Euphorbia supina, Trifolium 
repens, et al. establish with equal felicity. I suppose we all add to 
the problem by introducing things like Cymbalaria muralis and 
Sedum kamtschaticum and then spend years regretting it. The re
sults are that a minimum of 2 hours a week must be devoted to con
centrated weeding, leaf removal, and other clean-up chores, which 
can never be delayed without deleterious results. However, there 
are few places I'd rather be than in the rock garden, and weeding is a 
favorite occupation that allows ample opportunity for uninter
rupted contemplation, so even these problems are really pleasures. 
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Daffodil Souffle 
Ann Lovejoy 

Bainbridge Island, Washington 

The newest gardens are apt to look a bit skimpy despite, or per
haps because of, the novice gardener's attempts to space everything 
"by the book." Fortunately, there is a simple and effective way to 
dress up any spring garden, no matter what the scale. An infusion 
of bulbs will bring a wave of cheerful color, and the number of ap
propriate species for the rock garden will keep the would-be artist 
hovering between catalogs, garden diagrams, and plant lists for 
long, happy weeks. Many purveyors of big border plants also carry 
an increasingly sophisticated selection of minor bulbs. This year, 
be on the watch for such treasures as the dapper Hermodactylts 
tuberosus, once considered an iris and still looking just like one. 
Fragrant and mysterious, it has olive green standards and black 
velvet falls, and stands 6 or 8 inches tall. Somewhat flopsy of leaf, 
it is nonetheless an unmatchable garden treasure. 

My favorites among the minor bulbs are the species narcissus, 
of which a surprising number are available from ordinary com
mercial sources. Look for a catalog note on the source, and please 
buy only those raised in the wide, wet fields of Holland and not 
plucked illicitly from endangered home turf; happily, getting legal 
stock gets more likely every year, thanks to responsible growers 
and nurserymen. Many species narcissus are too tiny for casual 
garden placement, best suited to a stellar position in trough or 
raised bed where their small beauties can be most readily appreci
ated. It is also possible to grow them indoors, and this may be the 
best way of all to become intimately acquainted with these little 
bulbs. 

This has become our annual winter treat; each year in late win
ter, our sunny kitchen windowsill is glorified by large vases of ev
ergreens and forced flowers which look all the fresher for the con
tinuing frosts outside. Glossy leaved magnolias, just showing 
color; bright wands of weeping willow and forsythia; kerria and 
quince, now share shelf space with a row of tiny pots, only 2 or 3 
inches across, each sprouting a number of tiny narcissus—yellow, 
white, and nearly green—all looking exactly like the big garden 
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daffodils, but none over 6 inches in height, most rather smaller and 
infinitely more fetching. 

The first to open are the hoop-petticoats {Narcissus bulbi-
codium sp.) in late January. All the bulbicodiums carry cone-
shaped flower with narrow, almost vestigial segments that look 
like petals surrounding the corona or crown. Earliest this year 
were not the usual white ones {N. bulbicodium var. monophyllus 
varieties) but N. bulbicodium var. tenutfolius, with thin, grassy fo
liage and sporty little inch-long trumpets stained green at the base. 
There are quite a few forms of these sunny little creatures in colors 
ranging from creamy white through moonlight to a decidedly warm 
yellow. All are among the first-blooming bulbs of the year, most 
hardy enough to survive anything that winter can challenge them 
with, given adequate drainage. 

Although seldom over 5 inches in height, hoop-petticoat daf
fodils are tough enough to establish themselves in grass, seeding 
generously if the pods are left to ripen. People who cherish their 
lawns and vigilantly root out every daisy and dandelion will be 
horrified at such a suggestion, but in an informally shaped lawn, 
perhaps surrounding a spring-flowering tree, sweeps of hoop-petti
coats look like the face of spring itself. Because they are so small, 
they are better suited in scale to little urban gardens than the hefty, 
even lumpish garden forms often seen, and look most naturally at 
home in the rock garden proper. In our Seattle garden, a dozen 
bulbs (planted by a 3-year-old) have multiplied almost three times 
without division or intervention in just a few years. This will only 
happen where the grass is left uncut until after the seeds disperse, 
which may mean mid-June or even later. Where that would be im
practical, the bulbs can be planted into a loose, low groundcover of 
mats or creepers, or among subshrubs, where they will be nearly as 
pretty if less startling when they emerge in earliest spring. 

For some, a compromise solution might be to leave a patch or 
two of longer grass, in which these and other bulbs can naturalize, 
with the rest of the lawn mown as usual. This can be especially ef
fective if you seize the chance to use some interesting ornamental 
grasses in the bulb areas, which will then never need to be mown at 
all. Plant big clusters of checker lilies (Fritillaria meleagris) in 
lavender tweed amid emerging clumps of scarlet blood grass 
[Imperata cylindrica rubra); set baby daffodils beside steel blue fes
cues; and set white species daffodils and snowdrops to rise behind 
the black new leaves of the turf lily, Ophiopogon planiscapus 
'Nigrescens.' 

The mountains of Spain are home to the delicate Narcissus as-
turiensis [minimus), smallest of all, which lifts minute golden 
trumpets to the spring sky, offering its slight scent to the year's first 
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bees who can scarcely fit their eager snouts into such tiny flowers. 
This form likes gritty soil with excellent drainage, and dislikes the 
company of any but the shallowest groundcovers. Veronica pecti-
nata has small leaves, woolly and grey, in open, flat carpets which 
don't seem to distress the bulbs, and the winking blue-eyed flowers 
which cover this carpet in summer are a nice bonus. 

Having wintered over on a cold but sunny glassed-in porch, the 
triandrus daffodils scurry into bloom in early February, well ahead 
of their normal out-of-doors schedule. As a group, N. triandrus sel
dom exceed 5 inches in height, and a happy bunch looks like a tiny 
flock of squid, so reflexed and narrow are the corona segments 
above the tubular trumpets. These are difficult to keep going in the 
garden unless planted in almost pure grit or coarse sand, and so 
small that they can easily be overlooked. It's pleasant to grow them 
in pots, bringing them inside to admire the bloom at close range. 
Perhaps more people would grow 'Angel's Tears,' the white form, if 
they knew that Angel was the native guide on Peter Barr's plant 
hunting expedition into the Asturian mountains of Spain. Early in 
this century, Barr dragged his weary guide ever further up the un
friendly slopes in search of this and other species. When they f i 
nally found the white triandrus Barr sought, the exhausted guide 
burst into tears—all that work and struggle, for such a measly small 
flower as that? If you prefer to think that he cried at the incredible 
purity of form, you are welcome to—and you might be right. 

Last fall I planted several dozen bulbs together; the white trian
drus [N. triandrus var. albus) along with some Iberian relatives in 
palest yellow (N. triandrus var. concolor), and the softly bicolored 
N. triandrus pulchellus. They look exceedingly charming foaming 
out of a white souffle dish lined first with gravel, then sphagnum 
moss, then a mixture of sand and compost. I use the dish as a cen
terpiece, much to my husband's disgust, for it means one of his fa
vorite cooking dishes has been out of service for months and is 
likely to remain so for some time to come. 

This is a dreadful habit, this planting of bulbs and plants into 
cooking utensils, and one I learned at my mother's knee. When no
body could find the baking sheets, they would turn up in the studio, 
daubed with paint, or in the greenhouse, covered with pots. Knives 
were invariably discovered on the potting bench, often rather worse 
for wear. When I was more of a cook than a gardener, that scandal
ized me, but I have come to view it as an important form of recy
cling. When the Teflon coating begins to peel off the baking sheets, 
they move to the sun porch to hold pots and keep the windowsill 
dry. Many things have many uses, and linear thinking is one of the 
most destructive problems of our harried age. How else could we 
ever taste the joys of daffodil souffle? 
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Hardy Heaths and Heathers 

Pamela J. Harper 
Seaford, Virginia 

(Drawings by Laura Louise Foster) 

To purists, only Calluna vulgaris, the ling of Scottish moors, is 
"heather," all species of the closely related Erica, being "heaths," 
but gardeners tend to use the terms interchangeably. Heathers, ex
cept the tree heaths, are low growing, spreading, evergreen plants, 
popular for groundcover in these days of low maintenance garden
ing. There are kinds which flower in every season, but northeast-
em gardens are devoid of bloom from late April to mid-June, a gap 
filled in gentler climates by E. mediterranea, the tree heaths, and in 
the South by the earlier bloom date of many varieties. 

Heather flowers come in white, lavender, pinks and purples, all 
shades which blend well into the landscape. There are no true 
blues, no true reds (Daboecia 'Praegerae' comes close) and, among 
the hardy heaths, no yellows. Yellow is, however, amply provided 
by the foliage of many cultivars, along with gold, bronze and cop
pery red. Generally heathers look best grown in drifts of three or 
more, planted 18 inches apart, but some diminutive kinds show 
best as individuals in such settings as rock gardens. Heather lasts 
well cut; and Calluna is virtually everlasting, being almost as at
tractive dried as alive. 

Calluna is a monotypic genus with only one species, but even in 
the wild, seedlings frequently occur that differ from the type. When 
a collection of heathers is assembled in a garden, this variability of 
seedlings becomes even more pronounced. Calluna also frequently 
"sports" (produces a branch differing from the main plant) and thus 
have come about the hundreds of cultivars now available. Little 
planned breeding has been done. For those prompted to try, it is 
worth knowing that the flowers of seedlings will invariably resem
ble the seed and not the pollen parent. Calluna is one of the easiest 
heathers to grow. 

There are hundreds of species in the genus Erica, but most of 
these came from South Africa and are too tender for garden use in 
the U. S. A. Among such tender species are the pot-grown plants 
sold by florists, too often labeled "Scotch heather." Disliking 
equally the cold of our gardens and the dry warmth of our homes, 
most of these are destined for early death. Indeed, a large propor-
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tion are already dead when purchased. These tender Cape heaths do 
make beautiful plants for greenhouses and conservatories and were 
once much in vogue in Europe for this purpose. They can also be 
grown outdoors in such frost-free places as the San Francisco Bay 
area. Erica canaliculata is one of the hardiest of the Cape heaths. 

The rather few hardy Erica species subsequently mentioned are 
native to Europe. Erica cornea is the most widely grown of these, 
with many cultivars from which to choose. The degree to which a 
species self sows can be gauged from the number of available culti
vars—hundreds in the case of Calluna, fewer of Erica cornea, only a 
handful of most other kinds. 

The origin of the words "heath" and "heather" is lost in antiq
uity, though they clearly stem from a common origin. A moor or 
heath is a large tract of untilled ground of low fertility, the peaty 
soil often sheeted with heather. Although heaths and heathers 

Erica cornea Calluna vulgaris - Heather 
'Springwood White' 
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have at times been placed within the same genus, there are botani
cal differences. Calluna leaves are scalelike and tightly imbri
cated. The divided calyx is the colorful part of the flower. Erica 
leaves are separate and needlelike, with the urn-shaped corolla the 
conspicuous part of the flower. 

In 1963 the Heather Society was formed in London and this is 
now the international registration authority for this group of 
plants. [In 1977 the North American Heather Society was formed. 
You may write to Alice Knight, 62 Elma-Monte Road, Elma, WA 
98541 for information about this society.] 

Few English gardens (save those on alkaline soil) lack heathers. 
The heather garden of a European devotee will probably contain the 
following, with their multitudinous cultivars: 
Calluna vulgaris, heather or ling 
Erica cornea (E. herbacea) winter heath 
E. ciliaris, Dorset heath, summer flowering 
E. cinerea, bell heather 
E. x darleyensis, hybrids between E. camea and E. mediterranea 
E. mackaiana, summer 
E. maderensis (E. cinerea maderensis), Madeiran heath, summer 
E. mediterranea (E. erigena, E. hibernica), Irish heath (a term also 

used for Daboecia) 
E. x praegeri (E. mackaiana x E. tetralix), spring, summer 
E. 'Stuartii' (resembles E. tetralix) 
E. umbellata, Portuguese heath, spring and summer 
E. vagans and the similar but less hardy E. multijlora, summer 
E. x watsonii (E. ciliaris x E. tetralix), summer and early autumn 
E. x williamsii (E. vagans x E. tetralix), summer, cultivar 'P. D. 

Williams' is the plant usually listed in U. S. as Williamsiana' 
Bruckenthalia spiculifolia, Balkan heath, one of the hardiest and 

easiest 
Daboecia cantabrica (D. polifolia) St. Daboec's heath 
D. azorica, Azores heath, tender 
D. x scotica, hybrids between the above two species 

Most of the above remain under 2 feet in height. Erica mediter
ranea cultivars range from 2 to 4 feet. In addition, the following 
tree heaths are grown, usually 4 to 6 feet in height: 
Erica scoparia, besom heath, greenish inconspicuous flowers, 

dwarf 'Compacta' makes a rounded hummock little more than 
12 inches high 

E. arborea, white flowers in spring, Alpina' is the hardiest 
E. australis, usually pinkish-mauve but with deeper pink forms 

and white 'Mr. Roberts' 
E. lusitanica, red buds, white flowers, spring 
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Erica tetralix 
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E. terminalis [E. stricta. E. Corsica), pink, summer and autumn, 3 to 
4 feet 
Most of these can also be found In gardens in the Pacific North

west, where growing conditions are quite similar to those in Eng
land. Mrs. Dorothy Metheny (2810 46th Avenue West, Seattle, WA 
98199) has one of the most comprehensive collections and wel
comes interested visitors, by appointment. On the East Coast 
conditions are less favorable for some species, with the possible 
exception of Cape Cod. Up to the time of his death, Harold Copeland 
grew a fine collection at Chatham. 

In 1966 he reported: "Long Island, Philadelphia and Cape Cod 
are in the same hardiness zone and alike cannot expect dependable 
snow cover in winter; yet there is a wide divergence in heather 
growing experience. According to personal testimony of heather 
enthusiasts in the Long Island and Philadelphia areas, there is a 
varying amount of splitting of stems, browning of foliage and plant 
loss depending upon winter severity, and this despite the fact that 
in these sections it is common practice to cover the entire heather 
garden for winter protection. We provide no winter cover for estab
lished plants yet they are totally unharmed. The only exception is 
a light cover of cranberry vines placed on rooted cuttings set out the 
previous May. 

"In preparing our heather beds, we incorporate large quantities 
of native bog peat and mix two handfuls of peat in each planting 
hole. We never use manure or commercial fertilizer but topdress as 
required with compost, leafmold and seaweed. Where plants are 
small enough and have not grown into one another, each winter we 
place rotted pine needles around the base, this serving three pur
poseŝ —the protection of plant roots, provision of food, and discour
agement of weeds." 

Mrs. Esther Deutsch of Long Island was also a heather enthusi
ast. Callunas Alys Sutcliffe' and 'Bronze Beauty' are believed to 
have been her introductions. At Windham, Pennsylvania, Walter 
Kolaga of Mayfair Nurseries grew for sale some 50 varieties of Cal-
luna, Daboecia, Erica cornea, E. cineria, E. x darleyensis, E. 
tetralix, E. vagans and E. x williamsii. Among his introductions 
were callunas 'Mayfair,' 'Juno,' 'Martha Hermann' and 'Valorian,' 
and Erica carnea 'Mayfair White.' Callunas 'Dainty Bess,' 
'California Midge,' 'Branchy Anne.' 'Else Frye' (a sport on 'H. E. 
Beale') and Dorothy Metheny's Autumn Glow' and late-flowering 
'St. Nick' are some of the West Coast introductions. 

Northern Trials: In recent years extensive testing has been done by 
eastern Long Island wholesale grower James E. Cross of Environ-
mentals. The following describes sixty-five cultivars he is growing 
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commercially, coded as follows: (1) quite reliable, prime; (2) reli
able but not so nice for one or more reasons; (3) moderately diffi
cult; (4) difficult to maintain in good health; (5) difficult but so spe
cial as to justify several attempts. Flower time: W, winter; SP, 
spring; ES, early summer; MS, midsummer; LS, late summer; F, 
fall. Growth habit: spr, spreading; dm, dwarf mound; upr, upright; 
lm, low mound; pros, prostrate; hm, high mound. The last item is 
the foliage color in summer/winter. 
Calluna: (1) 'Alba Rigida,' white, MS, 6", spr, bright green 

Alys Sutcliffe,' lavender, MS, 4", dm 
Aurea ,' purple, MS, 12", upr, gold/orange red 
'Barnett Anley,' purple, MS, 18", upr 
'Blazeaway,' mauve, MS, 18", upr, gold/orange red 
'Bronze Beauty,' lilac, F-W, 18", upr 
'Caerketton White,' white, ES, 12", upr, bright green/bright 
green 
'Coccinea ,' crimson, MS, 9", spr 
'County Wicklow,' silver pink double, MS, 9", spr 
'Cuprea',' mauve, MS, 15", upr, copper/rust 
'C. W. Nix,' crimson, MS, 24", upr 
'Crispa,' white, MS, 12", upr, bright green/bright green 
'Cramond,' silver pink double, MS, 18", upr 
'Foxii Nana,' lavender, MS, 4", dm 
'Gold Haze,' white, MS, 15", spr, gold/gold 
'Hibernica,' mauve, LS, 9" 
'Humpty Dumpty,' white, MS, 6", dm, bright green/bright green 
'J. L. Hamilton,' double pink, MS, 9", spr 
'Kuphaldtii,' purple, MS, 4", dm 
'Mair's Var.,' white, MS, 24", upr, bright green/bright green 
'Mrs. Pat,' mauve, MS, 9", upr, pink and white tip growth 
'Mrs. Ronald Gray,' red-purple, MS, 2", dm 
'Peter Sparkes,' double silver pink, MS, 18", upr 
'Red Haze,' lavender, MS, 12", spr, gold/red fleck 
'Robert Chapman,' purple, MS 15", spr, gold/orange red 
'Serlei,' white LS, 24", upr, bright green/bright green 
'Silver Knight,' (tentative), lavender, MS, 18", upr, silver/silver 
'Silver Queen,' lavender, MS, 15", spr, silver/silver 
'Silver Spire,' white, MS, 18", upr 
'Silver Rose,' lavender, MS, 18", upr, woolly 
'Sister Anne,' pink, MS, 4", dm 
'Sir John Charrington,' mauve, MS, 14", upr, gold/orange red 
Tenuis,' crimson, ES-LS, 9", spr 
Tib,' double purple, ES-LS, 12", upr 
Torulosa,' white, LS, 15", upr 

Erica cornea: (3) 'Anne Sparkes,' red, W-SP, 6", lm, gold/bronze 
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(1) 'Foxhollow Fairy,' pink, W-SP, 6", pros 
(1) 'King George,' rose-pink, W, 9", lm 
(1) 'Myretoun Ruby,' rose-red, W-SP, 9", lm 
(1) 'Pink Spangles,' pink, W-SP, 9", lm 
(1) 'Porter's Red,' red, W-SP, 9", lm 
(1) 'Praecox Rubra,' rose-red, W, 6", pros 
(1) 'Springwood Pink,' pink, W-SP, 6", pros 
(1) 'Springwood White,' white, W-SP, 4", pros, light green/light 

green 
(2) Vivellii,' carmine, SP, 9", lm, black 
(1) Winter Beauty,' light pink, W, 9", lm 
Erica cinerea (questionable hardiness): (4) 'C. D. Eason,' red, ES, 

12", spr 
(5) 'Golden Drop,' mauve, ES, 9", spr, gold/red (It will be noted that 

E. cinerea is coded as difficult to grow well—this is generally 
true everywhere.) 

Erica hybrids (none quite hardy enough to rate higher): 
(3) E. x darleyensis 'Darley Dale,' light pink, W, 18", hm 
(3) E. x darleyensis 'George Rendall,' pink, W-SP, 18", hm, gold tips 
(4) E. x watsonii 'Dawn,' rose-pink, MS, 9", lm, gold tips 
(4) E. x williamsii 'P. D. Williams,' pink, MS, 9", lm, gold tips 
Erica tetralix: (3) 'Alba Mollis,' white, MS, 9", lm, silver gray 
(2) 'Con Underwood,' crimson, MS, 9", lm 
(2) 'Darleyensis,' salmon-pink, MS, 6" spr 
(4) 'Pink Star,' pink, MS, 6", spr 

(E. tetralix is down-rated not for want of hardiness but because 
of an undiagnosed tendency—possibly a branch-attacking phy-
topthora fungus—for sections of a plant to die out.) 

Erica vagans (suffers from stem splitting at below 5° F.): 
(4) 'Lyonesse,' white, MS, 15", lm 
(4) 'Mrs. D. F. Maxwell,' cerise, MS, 15", lm 
(4) 'Nana,' white, LS. 6", lm 
(4) 'St. Keverns,' pink, MS, 15", lm 
Daboecia cantabrica: (3) 'Alba,'white, MS-LS, 18" upr 
(3) D. cantabrica, lavender, MS-LS, 18", upr 
(4) 'Porter's Var.,' crimson, LS, 12", lm 
(4) 'Praegerae,' pink, LS, 15", spr 
Erica arborea: (4) 'Alpina,' white, ES, 3' to 6', upr 

No such thorough testing has been done in the South. My own 
experience indicates that those varieties most tolerant of cold are 
also the best able to survive summer heat. Callunas 'Mrs. Ronald 
Gray' and 'Cuprea' are outstandingly tough and accommodating 
plants. South of Maryland, E. ciliaris, E. mediterranea, E. vagans, 
E, stricta, the summer hybrids and Daboecia are usually hardy and 
the E. x darleyensis group are among the most reliable of all 
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heathers. Losses from Phytopthora cinnamomi and other root-de
stroying fungi become more likely as summer temperatures rise. 
For the amateur it is best to tackle the fungus problem culturally by 
(1) buying from reliable nurseries to ensure that healthy plants are 
obtained; (2) providing good drainage (raised beds and banks do 
this, also incorporating coarse sand or stone ships on heavier 
soils); (3) growing in partial shade to keep soil temperature down. 

Habitats for Heathers: Except for the winter heaths and Erica ter-
minalis, which are somewhat lime-tolerant, heathers need an acid 
soil. Mr. Cross has also found that phytopthora is less of a problem 
where pH is 5 or under. The soil should be crumbly to at least 1 foot 
in depth, well drained but never completely dry. The addition of 
moist peat (dry peat does more harm that good) is beneficial on 
most soils, as is a mulch of compost, pine needles, shredded bark, 
stone ships or other moisture-retaining material. 

In their native habitat heathers often grow in a shallow layer of 
peaty soil or rotted vegetation overlying an impervious subsoil. On 
the misty moors, they can take in needed moisture through their 
foliage, but this they cannot do in the summer heat and desiccating 
winter wind and frost of many North American gardens, so they 
should be encouraged to root deep. It cannot be emphasized too 
strongly that newly planted heathers must never dry out (nor must 
they be subjected to bog conditions—if they do, the plants will die.) 

Like all evergreens, heathers are never completely dormant. 
The best planting time is that which gives the maximum period of 
good growing weather before excesses of heat or cold set in. This 
generally means early spring in the North, October or Febru
ary/March in the South. Container-grown heathers can be planted 
during spring and summer provided it is remembered that they are 
at high risk from drought until the roots become well established, 
which will take a year. 

Heathers will grow in ful l sun or part shade. A site offering pro
tection from winter sun and wind will help prevent foliage scorch, 
as will a cover of evergreen boughs or salt hay. Bays between shrubs 
also offer protection. Snow provides the perfect protective blanket, 
which explains why E. vagans, prone to stem splitting on Long Is
land, grows successfully in Vermont. 

Apart from attention to watering the most important cultural 
practice is an annual clipping, in early spring. Remove any winter-
damaged wood and most of the previous year's growth. This treat
ment keeps heathers young and healthy for many years; without it 
they get leggy and overgrown, more prone to winter damage, and 
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need replacement after about five years. Then add fresh mulch 
around the plants until such time as they meet up. 

Most heathers layer readily, often without the gardener's help, 
although pegging down branches with a hairpin into a handful of 
moist peat and sand makes results more sure. Cuttings strike 
nearly 100%—I use plastic propagator boxes from England 
(available from importer Walter F. Nicke, Box 667G, Hudson, New 
York 12534). The trays lack drainage holes, which must be drilled. 
Fill the trays with a 1:1 mix of moist peat and coarse sand or ver-
miculite. Use 1 to 2 inch cuttings, heel or tip, of the current season's 
growth, not so soft that it wilts nor so hard that it cannot be 
pinched off easily. 

Enhancing heathers: Here are just a few of the plants which I have 
enjoyed in combination with heathers. Clear reds and blues rarely 
blend well with heathers. Most of the yellow-flowered brooms 
[Genista, Spartium, Cytisus) are good. So is the spiny little Eri-
nacea anthyllis [pungens] or "blue broom," the flowers a subdued 
greyed hue. Potentilla fruticosa flowers over a long period with 
various cultivars available in white, yellow, apricot, orange, and 
the new 'Red Ace.' Purple and gold is always a telling combination, 
so the smoketree, Cotinus coggygria, in one of its purple-leaved 
forms, makes a fine backdrop for such heathers as Erica cornea 
'Aurea,' E. cinerea 'Golden Drop' or Calluna 'Gold Haze.' On a 
smaller scale the same tint is provided by Berberis thunbergii 
'Atropurpurea' and dwarf 'Nana.' Reverse this combination by us
ing purple-flowered heathers around such golden conifers as 
Chamaecyparis obtusa 'Crispii' (about 15 feet in as many years) or 
the ever-popular goldthread, C. pisifera 'Filifera Aurea.' 

In English gardens heathers are frequently used to weld into 
cohesiveness what might otherwise be a horticulturally interesting 
but esthetically spotty collection of dwarf conifers, among which 
Chamaecyparis obtusa 'Nana' and the coppery Thuja occidentalis 
'Rheingold' rank high. The bog rosemary, Andromeda polifolia, is 
often included in heather gardens, but give it partial shade where 
summers are hot. Spiraea japonica 'Bullata' is a slow-growing 
compact shrub with attractively quilted or blistered (bullate) leaves 
and heads of crimson flowers. I am fond of Chamaedaphne calycu-
lata in its low-growing form, about 15 inches high, with small 
evergreen leaves turning brown in winter and wiry twisting 
branches along which are borne small white bells early in the year. 
This is very hardy (-40° F.) but another favorite, Cistus, is only 
hardy to 10° F. 

Recommended for beginners: If you have not grown heathers be-
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fore, begin with those varieties which are consistently best sellers. 
Erica carnea 'Springwood White' heads the popularity poll, the 
most prostrate and spreading of all the winter heaths. The new E. 
carnea 'Pink Spangles' has supplanted the older 'Springwood 
Pink'—still a good plant. Double-flowered tall-growing Calluna 'H. 
E. Beale' is tops for cutting and drying, and bright pink E. vagans 
'Mrs. D. F. Maxwell' still heads its class. Daboecia has the largest 
bells (and leaves) of any heather, with the pure white 'Alba' and the 
almost red 'Praegerae' f i rm favorites wherever they are hardy. 
Among the foliage callunas 'Robert Chapman' is about the most 
spectacular, but the old 'Blazeaway' is the most reliable. The small 
dense bells of C. 'Foxii Nana' makes it ever popular for rock gar
dens. 

(Reprinted with permission from The Avant Gardener.) 

Hedyotis Caerulea 

Lawrence R. Franz 
Bel Air, Maryland 

By any other name a bluet is a bluet—or is it? 
Since I was a small boy of 12 years in Baltimore, I have consid

ered two flowers to be my favorites of all the many choices. It has 
always been difficult for me to choose between the pink lady slipper 
orchid, Cypripedium acaule, and the bluet, Hedyotis {Houstonia) 
caerulea, as to which would finally be number one. I still cannot 
really decide. Two totally different plants needing just the opposite 
growing conditions; maybe that is part of the fascination, and 
maybe that is why I have always had a woodland garden and a 
sunny rock garden. 

At this tender age, 60 years ago, I would walk a mile and a half 
to the Pole Line Woods, as it was called, to collect leaf mold in a 100 
pound burlap sack and carry it home on my shoulders to be used in 
converting the old chicken run to the woods garden. The Pole Line 
Woods is where I had first discovered the pink lady slipper. I could 
keep it growing only through the second year and then I would have 
to replace it. I have had better luck with it more recently. My latest 
plantings have continued for 10 years. 

It seems as though H. caerulea has always been in the garden 
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and I cannot remember my first contact with this beautiful minia
ture plant. I remember seeing it in the open fields in such a vast 
amount that it looked like the reflection of the blue sky on the 
earth. Once it is planted in a sunny rock garden, it will self sow just 
about anywhere, and in the most unexpected places. In the spring it 
will make a mat of foliage 1 to 3 or 4 inches in diameter and about 1 
inch high. 

The flower stems will rise to about 5 inches and form a solid 
mass of blue four-petaled flowers. It is a must for everyone's gar
den. 

Hedyotis caerulea will grow in partial shade but prefers ful l sun. 
It also prefers a slightly acid soil of equal parts coarse bank sand, 
peat, compost, and top soil and loves a lifetime of even moisture. It 
will then bloom in spring and fall and sometimes in between. 

In addition to bluet, H. caerulea locally has been called Quaker-
ladies, angel-eyes, innocence, and forget-me-not. Maybe that is 
why I will never forget this gem of the garden. 

Each plant will produce very short runners to form new plants 
and the original plant will disappear. If allowed to go to seed, it will 
continue in the garden, year after year. Collecting seed is almost a 
daily chore. The plant should be inspected daily after noticing the 
first ripe seed. The simple way is to lay a sheet of white paper beside 
the plant, bend the flower stems over it, and gently tap the flower 
heads. Each flower head will contain up to four black seeds, which 
ripen over a long period of time. 

One evening in the spring of 1984,1 walked out to the garden and 
stopped to enjoy the bluets. I noticed that one flower head had five 
petals instead of the usual four. It was also larger than the other 
flowers blooming on the cluster. Everything else was the same. On 
closer inspection, by following the stem to the foliage, I found this 
individual stem to be branched with other flowers but all had the 
usual four-petaled flowers. I placed a piece of scotch tape on the 
stem so I could collect the seeds when ripe. To my utter disap
pointment, it made no seed. 

In the spring of 1985,1 transplanted some bluets to another spot 
in the rock garden. That year I had two plants that threw an occa
sional five-petaled flower, one on a transplant and one at the origi
nal site. Each time a five-petaled flower opened, there was only one 
flower to the stem. The rest of the flowers had the usual four petals. 

Spring 1986 was a hectic time. We sold our home and moved 
into a condominium. Some of the rock garden plants along with 
some concrete blocks that housed my compost pile were taken to 
my son's home. It was not long before I had a 5- by 8-foot cold frame 
to be covered with three old storm window sashes when late fall ar
rived. 
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I dug up and potted many of my treasures including the two 
plants of H. caerulea that had produced the five-petaled flowers. 
These plants were hilled in the cold frame and the pots were leveled 
off with coarse bank sand. To give air circulation under the glass, I 
removed a concrete block from under the glass frame on both sides. 

Winter passed. All eight plants of Lewisia howellii survived in 
spite of being eaten to the crowns by Peter Rabbit who had found for 
himself a good protected area from the weather as well as a deli
cious smorgasbord for his daily lunch. But the bluets dried up and 
died. As spring progressed, I noticed some small seedlings forming 
in the pots. The plants had self sown. During the spring blooming 
period not one showed a five-petaled flower. I was disappointed and 
promptly forgot about them. 

During the early summer, I decided to turn the area into a raised 
garden. Here the bluets formed nice small clusters about the size of 
50-cent coins. One cluster finally had a bloom and it was a five-
petaled flower. The camera was quickly focused on it. This was the 
only flower that showed—one single five-petaled flower. The plants 
look good and I am hoping, come spring, to see much more of them 
Post-script: As of this late November date of 1987, the H. caerulea 
plant that bloomed in the spring has developed another five-
petaled flower. The stem rises from the center of this tiny plant and 
has no side shoots and no four-petaled flowers. If it proves stable, I 
would like to name the five-petaled cultivar 4Ben Franz' in honor of 
my father John Benedict Franz (1888-1962), who encouraged me in 
my youth to work along with him in his many horticultural en
deavors. He started with growing dahlias, was a charter member of 
the Maryland Dahlia Society of Baltimore, grew chrysanthemums, 
gladiolas, delphiniums, and peonies to list a few. And then he fell 
in love with rock gardening. Starting about 1930, he would send to 
England for seeds. On weekends, he and I would walk for miles vis
iting neighbors near and far to share the glories of their rock gar
dens and check on their new alpines. I was his shadow and loved 
every moment of it. 
Post Mortem: Along came spring 1988 and with it the biggest dis
appointment of my "bluet" experience. When checking the season
able advancement of the garden, I discovered that the glorious and 
frustrating plant of H. caerulea, which I cherished and anticipated 
seeing, had turned brown and lifeless. The worry of the sad awak
ening was that the only plant of all the bluets in the garden that did 
not survive the winter was the plant that threw the five-petaled 
flower. 

While reading over my records of this flower's survival, I real
ized that each year since its discovery in 1984 this plant has never 
survived, come spring. It has always been a new seedling or sport. 
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This gives me hope for more to come. If so, I will take extra precau
tions throughout the winter to make it a permanent plant. Its her
itage says it is a perennial plant and should withstand the freezing 
and thawing of our cruel winters. Also, its heritage says that my 
present crop of H. caerulea should again produce a five-petaled 
flower. If is does, I will certainly let you know. 

A Passion for Raoulias 

Phyllis Gustafson 
Central Point, Oregon 

To be on the cutting edge of the latest fad in rock gardening 
means you must let others know about your passion. I realized re
cently that growable raoulias are not seen in very many gardens. 
How could anyone not want to grow these wonderful carpets of 
green, gray, and silver? 

Here are a few notes about raoulias grown by this enthusiastic 
gardener. These are not those impossible "vegetable sheep" I saw 
only once, in their last throes of dying under the bench in the 
alpine house of a wizard nurseryman. The New Zealanders call 
these plants of the grasslands, lake edges, open ground, and moun
tain creeks, "scabweeds." In all of these sites they are flooded regu
larly in the growing season by the storms that constantly deluge the 
mountains. 

The small white rosettes of Raoulia hookeri make this the 
grayest of the ones I grow. It forms a slightly loose mat which re
ally should be covered with a pane of glass in the winter. The colder 
the climate, the more important it is to protect this one from mois
ture while it is dormant. But the wonderful silver color is more 
than worth the extra effort. 

I've grown the old favorite R. australis since 1976 and for many 
years I faithfully put a pane of glass over it each winter. A few years 
ago only a small portion of it would fit under the largest pane I had 
and I found out that it would thrive even in our wet winters. It is a 
lovely mat of gray to grow under Helichrysum selago or with any of 
the tiny spring bulbs of blue or lavender which come through it. 
Each rosette is about half the size of those of R. hookeri, wee or tiny 
are good descriptions. 

Raoulia hectori x Leucogenes grandiceps is an intergeneric hy
brid with more vigor than either parent. It has the soft, intriguing 
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foliage of the "Edelweiss" but grows like the raoulia. I also find it 
likes to be treated less harshly. Like all raoulias it loves light, but 
some morning light seems to be enough. It certainly needs shade in 
the midday in our hot valley. Again a glass over it in the rainy pe
riod is appropriate, but I've grown it for 2 years without it! 

Raoulia monroei is a newcomer with a somewhat different 
look. Each leaf is deeply incised, stand straight up to its ful l 1/4 
inch, and is slightly twisted. This gives the whole cushion the green 
and silver look of woven metallic threads since the front and back 
of the leaves are seen at the same time. It seems to be a fast grower 
and loves ample water all summer. It also stands up to winter, but 
like all raoulias, it will smother if any other plant grows against it. 
I lost half the plant when an Oenothera kunthiana came up at the 
edge of the plant and flopped all over it. 

Raoulia x 'Greenstone' is a hybrid of R. lutescens and R. sub-
sericea. It is crawling all over the nearby rocks. In 3 years it has 
become a mat 3 feet by 1 1/2 feet. Visitors usually comment on this 
plant because of the intense green color in summer and the lovely 
russet in the winter. It has long lacy new growth hugging the ground 
in every direction. 

Raoulia glabra is an easy little green mat with the largest flow
ers of this group. Could it be R. subsericed? There seems to be some 
confusion between these two since I've had the same plant under 
both names. After asking around and finding confusion among my 
more knowledgeable friends (guess where I got the plants to begin 
with) I even consulted a couple of books. From this exercise I ended 
right where I started, learning only that R. subsericea has the larger 
flower of the two. They are nice white strawflowers similar to those 
of helichrysum. The plant stays pale olive green all year long. 

Now we come to my one claim-to-fame plant. (I hope everyone 
has one!) I received a plant of R. lutescens from Lawrence Crocker 
in 1971 and put it on the tiny rock garden I was building at the edge 
of the front walk. The garden was built from sod turned upside 
down and some granite rock gleaned from a field being cleared 
nearby. Lawrence said to give the plant a slope with plenty of 
drainage in ful l sun. I gave it a north and west exposure and wa
tered it with the lawn below. I often give it an extra spray early in 
the morning during the growing season. In 1976 I moved some of 
the large rocks so it could have more room to spread. After all, by 
then Lawrence was bringing people by to see this largest R. lutescens 
east of the coast range in southern Oregon. It gets a good top dress
ing of decomposed granite every year or two. 

Unwittingly I had provided the essentials for growing these 
dwellers of the grasslands of New Zealand: the food, association, 
and water retention of the sod, the drainage of the slight slope, grit 
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for the new growth to crawl in, and plenty of water in the growing 
season. 

Today the plant is about 2 1/2 feet square, even though I've re
moved a 9-by-12 cake pan full of pieces on a couple of occasions. It 
is always a source of conversation with its ever changing colors. 
What a chuckle I get when some soul comes along in midwinter and 
mourns over the loss of the very large dark gray corpse which isn't. 
In February the fun begins as I watch the colors start changing until 
by May it is a wonderful lime green. Then in June the whole carpet 
turns bright yellow with the tiny blooms which hold for almost a 
month until the seed starts fluffing off. 

R. tenuicaulis is very easy to grow in any moist condition. I saw 
it take over a large section of a cool greenhouse here, and the large 
mat in one Seattle garden needs regular clipping to keep it in 
bounds. It is also green and gray, turning somewhat darker in the 
winter and has very wiry stems. It is more open growing than any 
of the others. 

Raoulias seem to grow in a wide range of climates across the 
United States. I have seen them growing in gardens in Mas
sachusetts, Denver, Portland (Oregon), and San Francisco. Here we 
have temperatures into the low teens without snow cover and highs 
above 110° F. with low humidity. I'm sure there are many success 
stories across the country. So if you haven't had success, just keep 
trying in different micro-climates in your garden until you have a 
nice collection. 

Book Review 
The American Weekend Garden by Patricia Thorpe, New York, 
Random House, 1988, hardbound, 286 pages, $24.95. 

Although Pat Thorpe is a member of the American Rock Garden 
Society, this book has not been written for rock gardeners. It is for 
the beginning gardener, possibly someone who has just bought a 
new property and can garden only on weekends. However, there are 
so many off-beat attitudes expressed and so much good advice that 
every gardener would enjoy its enthusiasm and wisdom, especially 
as it recognizes the profound differences in climatic and soil condi
tions that different regions of the United States enjoy. 

The advice/opinions expressed include anti-foundation pro-
clump plantings, plan drawing, and group planting rather than 
single plants. Ms. Thorpe also discourages "difficult" plants and 
doesn't like lawns. She is optimistic about bulbs and ambivalent 
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about animals. She is in favor of informal self sowing and conveys 
a take-it-or-leave-it attitude towards propagation otherwise. While 
garden design is very important, she admits overplanting is in
evitable. 

There is a list of recommended plants arranged to show the 
multi-regional nature of the book, and many familiar plants are 
introduced into the argument. A large section of handsome pho
tographs in color illustrate the sort of plantings to aim for, and line 
drawings emphasize garden problems and solutions. Buy this book 
for a friend just beginning to garden, and trust that even if the 
scraps of rock garden advice don't convert the friend into a rabid 
rock gardener, at least they will have a reassuring guide to good de
sign and a relaxed attitude to gardening. 

—Geoffrey Charlesworth 

Omnium-Gatherum 
Interest Survey Results—Responses came from more than 330 
members, about 9% of the ARGS membership. Below is a summary 
of the responses. 

Subject Percentages 
High Some None 

1. Plants 89% 10+% 0.4% 
a. Single genus 76- 24 0.4 
b. Best of genus 72 25 3 
c. Single species 62 37 1 

2. Plant explorers 29 54 17 
3. Plant habitats 72 26 2 

a. Wild 73 24 3 
b. Garden 66 30 4 

4. Nomenclature (name changes) 32 53 15 
5. Plant culture 91 9 0 

a. Propagation 83 16 1 
b. Growing conditions 81 17 2 
c. Soils 71 28 1 
d. Climate 67 31 2 
e. Hardiness 76 23 1 
f. Feeding 59 36 5 

6. Companion plants 45 45 10 
7. Garden features 51 43 6 

a. Troughs 51 39 10 
b. Alpine houses 39 42 19 
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c. Raised beds 57 39 4 
d. Water 36 48 16 
e. Walls 48 44 8 

8. Garden design 44 40 16 
9. Garden construction 39 45 16 
10. Garden descriptions 48 44 8 

a. Public 44 50 6 
b. Private 55 41 4 

11. Trips to see plants in wild 46 43 11 
a. North America 56 38 6 
b. Outside North America 38 51 11 
c. Where & how plants grow in wild 69 26 5 
d. Travelogs (low emphasis on plants) 18 33 49 

12. Humor and wit 27 43 30 
13. Philosophy, art, why of gardening 22 43 35 
Bulletin features 
B l . Selected reprints 32 56 12 

a. Chapter newsletters 30 53 17 
b. Earlier bulletins 31 52 17 

B2. Help wanted/trouble shooter 53 39 8 
B3. Computer applications 17 33 50 
B4. Issue featuring single theme 25 46 29 
B5. New professional research 55 40 5 
B6. Wanted column 53 38 9 
B7. Beginners 36 48 16 

Many took time to write additional suggestions which are 
summarized here. It is hoped these results will give an idea and ap
preciation of the range of members' interests and suggest numerous 
ideas for future articles. 

There is particular interest in sources for plants or for seed of 
plants mentioned in articles; in descriptions of plants and habi
tats; in articles on successes with plants difficult for most of us; in 
more information on screes, bogs, and woodland or shade gardens, 
and in best varieties and cultivars, dwarf evergreens, plants grown 
in containers, relationship of plants in wild habitats to their culti
vation whether successful or not, pest control, humor of the 
Glattstein, Charlesworth varieties, and, of course, in our long 
sought goal of having more illustrations, especially in color. 

A number of members want to know about plant name changes, 
suggesting a list of changes for the past few years and a brief update 
of changes in each issue as well as how to cope with the problems of 
changes changing back after finally being learned, of nurserymen 
who ignore changes, and what to do about changes and permanent 
markers. 
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Many desire to know more about seeds: collecting, recognizing, 
cleaning, dormancy, germination requirements and studies, what 
to do after seeds germinate, and special needs of specific seeds. Seed 
exchange results in terms of successes and failures and ease or dif
ficulty of germination is wanted. 

There is considerable interest in book reviews including ARGS 
Bookstore books, nursery catalogs, and reviews or excerpts from 
old and rare books. 

A number would like a series on good alpine nurseries including 
first-hand accounts of Bulletin nursery advertisers. The ads re
ceived their share of attention, some noting that they read every ad. 
Special interest is expressed in the ads that change from time to 
time and those listing plants offered for sale. 

There were requests for more information about or from gar
deners: articles about outstanding gardeners whether award win
ners or not, about gardeners' practical day-to-day gardening 
experiences, successes and failures, and gardeners' informal de
scriptions of plants as they bloom in their gardens or as they find 
them in the wild. 

Lists are desired for specific purposes including alkaline loving 
plants, acid loving plants, specialized nurseries in North America, 
public and private gardens and wild plant areas to see. 

However, lists of plant names are not at all a popular means of 
describing what is seen in the garden or in the wild especially if the 
plants are at all unusual. The following is some of the information 
suggested to accompany plant names in articles: detailed descrip
tion with line drawing, hardiness zone, difficulty, acid or alkaline 
requirements, soils, common and Latin name, sun and shade toler
ance, heat and humidity tolerance, growth habit (invasive, self-
sowing), and other growing conditions, likes, and dislikes. All of 
this is obviously impractical to include for each plant, but it does 
point up the hunger for specific information and the need to f i l l out 
the barren bones of lists. It also points up the need for readers to 
develop and use other sources of information. There is no substi
tute for research, experience, and listening. 

"Depends" was a frequent response to the use of reprints: a sin
gle-theme issue: humor: and art, philosophy, and the "why" of gar
dening. Approval depends largely on personal interest in the topic 
for the former two and how masterfully the article is written for the 
latter two. Fear was expressed by a number that if the single theme 
lacked interest, the whole issue would be a loss. 

The matter of interest runs the gamut from those who love it all 
to those who see value in very little and seem to disapprove the in
clusion of anything outside their own narrow areas of interest. No 
two surveys are alike in response. Three of them stated precisely 
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what the scope of the Bulletin should be; they are all different. The 
survey responses fall roughly into two categories: a large group 
with a diverse and wide range of interests and a smaller group with 
responses showing interest focused on plants and their culture cou
pled with negative responses to companion plants, garden design 
and construction, humor, art and philosophy of gardening. 

Several express interest in the Bulletin being more like the 
Scottish Rock Garden Club or the Alpine Garden Society publica
tions and in having a series like "Plant Portraits" in the AGS Bul
letin. 

It is clear that there is intense interest in more articles about 
plants. These genera are suggested as being of interest: Eriogonum, 
Lespedeza, Sabatia, Trillium (worldwide), Arisaema, Phlox 
(western, New Mexican), Primula (growing well in Zone 7), North 
American succulents, especially Lewisia. More generally, interest 
is expressed in terrestrial orchids; ferns; rare bulbs; evergreen rock 
garden plants; dwarf low and slow growing woody ornamentals 
suitable for the rock, alpine, and peat garden; plants that are vari
ously exceptionally beautiful, choice, rare, difficult, new, neglected, 
little known, easy to germinate and grow, not in Hortus III or the 
Seedlist Handbook, unusual and relatively easy, native non-mon
tane plants of woodland and meadow, good alpine flora of North 
America; plant communities in a specific pH environment; border
line plants with respect to hardiness and tolerance to wet, dry, acid, 
lime; and best plants from each hardiness zone. 

Interest is shown in plants of the Northeast, Mid-West, Ozarks, 
Southern Tennessee, Japan; plants for Zones 3, 4 and 7; and plants 
for Mediterranean climates and those with mild frost-free winters. 
Several expressed interest in plant families, plant identification, 
comparative evaluations of specific plants by two or more success
ful growers, genetics, ecological niches, toxic plants, and plant so
ciology. 

Articles on American botanists and rock gardeners, lesser-
known botanists for whom rock garden plants have been named, 
and contemporary expeditions head the list of suggestions for plant 
explorers. 

Additional topics for articles on plant culture include pot cul
ture, tissue culture and its success compared to growth from cut
tings, organic and natural culture, soil-less mixes for propagation 
and garden, growing plants in rock and tufa, composting, informa
tion on the importance and effects of exposure, dealing with cul
tural requirements and conditions (sun and shade, wet and dry, 
open or sheltered, north or south-facing, sand or clay), what to do 
with wet or dry shade and wet sun, and the real secrets of the suc
cessful culture of difficult plants (needs lots of company, no over-
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headwater, etc.). 
One immense problem for which help is requested is how to 

grow plants not suited to one's climate. Another problem is pest 
control, needing new ideas and solutions for dealing with fungus, 
bugs, disease, deer, and chemicals. Tips on maintenance, watering 
techniques, protection for the marginally hardy, and how to han
dle the label dilemma are requested. 

A number want articles about gardening features as applied to 
small gardens on tract lots and in urban settings. In addition to 
features mentioned elsewhere, there is interest in container dis
play, sculpture, garden accents, seats, arches, waterfalls, sun-
heated pits, tubs, hanging gardens, window boxes, and use of space 
under overhanging eaves. 

Considerable interest is shown in equipment and propagation 
structures, cold frame construction and uses, other devices for 
guarding against cold and wet, bulb frames, cool greenhouses, non-
professional equipment for advanced gardeners, and innovative 
developments such as sand beds (a la Deno) and Grand Ridge beds. 

Garden design and construction suggestions include a need for 
reference books; planting plans that work; photos showing before 
and after; articles emphasizing form and color; articles speaking to 
the non-specialist, non-technically trained gardener who responds 
with heart and aesthetics; information on soil mixes, drainage, 
how to make the design fit the site, and on how plants can be used to 
best effect (drift of seven plants, used singly, set in a specific 
groundcover). 

In the area of garden description, there is interest in photos of 
well-known gardens and gardeners, articles describing personal 
walks around gardens with the gardeners, in learning how the gar
dens were designed and built, and in the history of well-known pri
vate gardens. It is requested that articles include brief descriptions 
of weather (temperature range, rainfall, seasons, hardiness zone), 
soil type, and map with compass bearings. 

Diversity continues, in the category of trips, with interest in ar
ticles about places the reader can't go as well as only about places 
the reader can go and in the request not to get caught up in specific 
names and plant detail because habitats of plants and travelog in
formation are far more interesting. There is, however, unanimity 
in responses citing the recent article on the Big Horns as an exam
ple of a good trip article. 

There is interest in a column giving a brief summary of new 
sightings and range extensions. Many requests appear for travel 
helps including information on specific trips and what to look for, 
trips and maps of rock garden interest worldwide, plant explo
ration trips on a budget, where to find plants in the wild, best times 
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to visit, accessibility, and if-you're-planning-a-trip information 
(hotels, currency needs). A travel accommodation exchange is sug
gested so that ARGS members could stay with other members, keep
ing accommodation costs low, getting first-hand information on 
plants and gardens to see and where to go in the area, and enriching 
ARGS friendships. 

Reactions to reprints range from "of great interest," "good stuff, 
hope you use it" to "absolutely not" and "No! No! No!" Reprints 
from specialist societies such as those for iris, heather, hardy 
plants, and perennials are suggested. Subjects for Bulletin reprints 
include articles about some of the early greats and by great Ameri
can plantsmen such as Dwight Ripley, preferably from issues more 
than 10 years old. 

Ideas for beginners include occasional truly introductory arti
cles with basic information, sources for information, and having 
one or two beginners' questions answered in each "Help Wanted" 
column. The need for friendly encouragement, for getting begin
ners more involved, and for ways the knowledgeable can better in
clude the beginners are expressed. It is noted that beginners learn 
fast and should never be discouraged, but inspired. Subjects for ar
ticles requested by beginners include Primula species, gentians, 
lewisias, saxifragas, soil mixes for seedlings, acid and lime-loving 
plants, watering needs and strategies, and an overview of basic cul
tural requirements. 

Final ideas are for articles urging attention to conservation is
sues, giving techniques and equipment needed to photograph 
plants, introducing unfamiliar subjects, challenging us to consider 
well-known subjects in new ways, and broadening our horizons 
with subjects we may not at first welcome. 

Notice—This is my final issue. I am released as editor of the Bul
letin. Thank you for your contributions and kindnesses. Ted 
Marston of Kirkland, Washington, will be the new editor. Please 
give him your enthusiastic support. 

By Appointment Only 
(301) 836-7023 Dwarf and Unusual Conifers, 

Broadleafs and Trees 
Custom Grafting & Liners Available 

Growers of 

W. David Thompson 
Street. M a r y l a n d 2 1 1 5 4 

Retail & Wholesale 
L A N D S C A P E D E S I G N & I N S T A L L A T I O N 

C O N I F E R & R O C K G A R D E N S 
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Mail inquiries and orders to: 
ARGS Bookstore, 3923 Rolling Hills Rd., Arden Hills, MN 55112 

****NEW LISTINGS *»** 
FLORA OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST - Hitchcock fit Cronqulst - Reprint 1987 $36.00 
MOUNTAIN FLOWERS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST - Taylor fit Douglas - 1975 $10.00 
IRIS - Kohleln - 1988 $27.00 
THE GENUS CYCLAMEN - Christopher Grey - Wilson - 1988 $22.00 
AROIDS - Bown - 1988 $31.00 
HARROWSMITH GARDENER S GUIDE TO ROCK GARDENING - Ferguson - 1988 $ 8.00 
THE GARDENER'S YEAR - Capek - Reprint 1985 $ 5.00 

ADDITIONAL BOOKS 
SMALLER BULBS - Mathew $34.00 
KALMLATHE LAUREL BOOK I I - Jaynes $21.00 
WILD FLOWERS OF THE WESTERN CASCADES - Ross fit Chambers $15.00 
VASCULAR PLANTS OF WYOMING - Dom $15.00 
VASCULAR PLANTS OF MONTANA - Dom $ 9-00 
THE HOSTA BOOK - Aden $23.00 
UTAH FLORA - Brlgham Young University $36.00 
THE YEAR IN BLOOM - Lovejoy $12.00 
ORCHIDS OF WESTERN GREAT LAKES REGION - Case $28.00 
WILD FLOWERS OF NORTH CAROLINA - Jusice fit Bell $13.00 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FERNS - Jones $35.00 
FLOWERS OF WYOMING'S BIG HORN MOUNTAINS AND BIG HORN BASIN - Jensen $12.00 
COLORADO FLORA WESTERN SLOPE - Weber $16.00 

* A FIELD MANUAL OF THE FERNS AND FERN ALLIES OF THE US AND CANADA - Lelllnger $32.00 
* THE OPINIONATED GARDENER - Charlesworth $14.00 
* FLORA OF THE GREAT PLAINS - University Press Kansas $36.00 
* ROCKY MOUNTAIN ALPINES - Alpines 86 International Conference $30.00 

ROCK GARDENING - Foster $18.00 
* MANUAL OF ALPINE PLANTS - Ingwerson - Reprint $ 15.00 

THE BERNARD HARKNESS SEEDLIST HANDBOOK - Harkness fit D'angelo $23.00 
* A SYNOPTIC GUIDE TO THE GENUS PRIMULA - Fenderson $36.00 

LIMITED SUPPLY 
« PORPHYLLUM SAXIFRAGES - Homy - Webr - Grounds $45.00 
* JEWELS OF THE PLAINS - Barr $17.00 
* SAXJFRAGA AND RELATED GENERA - Kohlein $25.00 
* THE CULTIVATED HEMLOCKS - Swartley $20.00 
* ROCK PLANTS FOR SMALL GARDENS - Heath $15.00 
* ALPINES FOR YOUR GARDEN - Bloom $10.00 

THE NEW WILD FLOWERS AND HOW TO GROW THEM - Steffek $10.00 
WILD FLOWERS OF THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS - Vance - Jowsey - McLean $ 10.00 
HOW TO IDENTIFY FLOWERING PLANT FAMILIES - Baumgardt $18.00 

POSTAGE AND HANDLING - $2.00 FOR 1ST BOOK - $1.00 EACH ADDITIONAL BOOK 
OVERSEAES AND CANADA - $3.00 FOR 1ST BOOK - $1.00 EACH ADDITIONAL BOOK 

•DENOTES HARDCOVER BOOKS 

••••BULLETINS**** 
MANY PAST ISSUES AVAILABLE - L E T US KNOW WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR - MAYBE WE CAN HELP. 

FOLLOWING ITEMS POSTAGE PAID 
DECAL - ARGS DQDECATHEON $1.28 S E E D S - 3 METHEODS $2.60 
LAPEL PIN $3 35 TROUGHS - CONSTRUCTION AND PLANTS $3.50 
ARG9 SHOULDER PATCH $4 .80 LIBRARY BINDERS $8.00 

OVERSEAS AND CANADA $7.00 

ALL ORDERS MUST B E PREPAID IN U.S. FUNDS, MADE OUT TO ARGS BOOKSTORE 
ZIP CODE MUST B E GIVEN 
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n i c h e g a r d e n s 
growers of distinctive plants 

X 

Rt. 1 Box 290 • Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 
UNCONVENTIONAL, RARE, AND FAMILIAR 
NATIVE WILDFLOWERS and cultivated perennials 
tor formal or naturalistic areas. 
Top-qualty nursery-propagated plants. 
Mail-order. 
Descriptive catalog, $3. 
NICHE GARDENS, Dept. ARGS, 
Rt. 1, Box 290, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. 

THE AMERICAN 
PENSTEMON SOCIETY 

cordially invites you to join its growing list of 
enthusiastic members. 

If you are interested in Penstemons, you will be 
interested in the activities of the society. 

Write to the Secretary, 

Ann Bartlett 
1569 S. Holland Court 
Lakewood, Co. 80226 

for Particulars 

Cut Your Own Labels! 
A package of "AE Plastilabels" contains 
forty lengths — 30" long x 9/16" wide 
x 1/32" thick — in white PVC. Very 
long-lived. Reusable. Does not get 
brittle. 
Send $13.75 + $1.75 shipping 

per package to: AE Products 
45 Burr Farms Rd. 

Westport, C T 0 6 8 8 0 
(Conn, residents add Conn, sales tax) 

S E E D L I S T 
C H E H A L I S R A R E PLANT N U R S E R Y 
2568 Jackson Hwy. Chehalis, WA 98532 

Herb Dickson, Prop. 
After 30 years of selecting and breeding, I 
have developed an improved strain of Garden 
Auricula wi th a complete palette of color. 

Mixed Garden White Garden 
Yellow Garden Brown Garden 

• B l u e Garden Red Garden 
^ Mixed Exhibition - Alpine Auricula 
^Petite Hybrids, a strain of small species 

and hybrids i n a wide range of colors. 
The above $1.00 per packet of 50 seeds 

Primulae Florindae and Mixed Candelabra 
Generous packet $1.00 each. 

Hand pollinated Show Auricula 
Red Self Green Edge .. 
Yellow Self Gray & White Edge 

$2.00 per packet of 25 seeds 

Hand pollinated Double Auricula Mix 
$3.00 per packet of 15 seeds 

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 
Post free In U.S. and Canada 

Overseas orders please add .50 cents 

CAMELLIA FOREST NURSERY 
Camellias — Satsuki Azaleas 

Dwarf Conifers 
A Wide Selection of Rare 
Trees and Shrubs Newly 

Imported from China 
and Japan 

. Send 44$ in Stamps for List 
125 CAROLINA FOREST ROAD 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514 
919-967-5529 

SfSKIYOLP 
RARE PIjANTJVtlRSERY'^ 

An ever changing collection of over 1,000 varieties of Alpines, Ferns, Dwarf 
Conifers, Northwest Natives (as Lewisa cotyledon, pictured), and other hardy plants for the Woodland and 
Rock Garden. For our Annual Mail Order Catalog and Fall Supplement send $1.50. 

Dept. 61, 2825 Cummings Road. Medford, Oregon 97501 
Visitors Welcome by Appo in tment - Phone (503) 772-6846 

J. COBB COLLEY and BALDASSARE MINEO, PROPRIETORS SHiPPING WITHIN THE U.S. ONLY 
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Send 30<c 
for NEW 100-cultivar descript 

Interested in dwarf conifers and 
their companion plants? Join the 
American Conifer Society. For 
information write: A C S , c/o Maxine 
Schwarz A C S Secretary, P.O. Box 
242, Severna Park, MD 21146. 

ive 
list of hardy heaths and heathers. 

yiaaths 4 y-Cwtfurs 
650, ama.'Vvk 985W 

(ZOO,) H82-3258 

MT. TAHOMA N U R S E R Y 
Rick Lupp (206) 847-9827 Mark Dusek 

Alpines, Ferns, Species Primulas, 
Dwarf Conifers, Troughs & Trough Plants 

Nursery: Open Weekends & By Appointment 
Mail Order: Send $1.00 For List 

28111-112th Ave. E. Graham, Wash. 98338 

Martin J o n e s 

Colorado Alpines, Inc. 
Grown at 8,000' in the Rockies, 
our plants are hard and hardy. 

Large plants shipped in 2VA" or 3 W pots to help insure healthy 
arrival and transplant. Shipped regular or blue label U.P.S. Send 
$2 for catalogue refunded with first order. 

Featuring: Aquilegias, Dianthus, Hardy ice plants, Gentians, Iris sp, 
Mexican Phlox, Penstemons, and many interesting plants of the Rocky 
Mountains, Great Basin, Wyoming Basin and Colorado Plateau. 

(303) 949-6464 
(303) 949-6672 
P.O. BOX 2708 

AVON, CO 81620 

WINNER OF 13 BLUE RIBBONS AT 
ALPINES ( 86 
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^ocky Mounfa / h 

Rare Plants 

Wild Collected Seed 
Cushion and Saxatile Plants of the Rocky Mountain States 

Send $1 for November catalog to PO Box 20092, Denver, CO 80220 

COLLECTORS DWARF BULBS 
Our 1988 catalogue contains 

many old favorites for garden and 
Alpine House. 

In addition, we offer numerous rare 
and new introductions. 

Full and Descriptive Catalogue $1.00 
POTTERTON & MARTIN 

Nettleton, Nr. Caistor, North Lines. 
LN7 GHX, England 

Tel. 0472-851792 

"ANGEL SONG" LOBELIA 
Lobelia cardinalis X Angel Song' A very rare two-tone 
color variant of hardy perennial cardinal flower. Soft 
salmon pink with cream petals. Elegant, understated. 
$6.00 each. Twin-pak (two plants) $10.50. Six-pak/six 
plants $27.00. Twelve plants $48.00. Eighteen $65.00. 
Twenty four $82.00. Fifty plants $150.00. Minimum 
order $15.00. Add 25% shipping and handling. 18 or 
more postpaid. 
World's most comprehensive collection of LOBELIA 
HYBRIDS and VARIANTS. Whites, pinks, rose, garnet 
most exclusive. Sales list issued Jan. 89. Send stamped 
addressed envelope for your copy. 

Wildwood Flower 
Rt. 3, Box 165-R Pittsboro, N.C. 27312 

WOODLANDERS 
NURSERY GROWN TREES, SHRUBS & 

PERENNIALS, SOUTHERN NATIVES & EXOTICS 

Please send Self-addressed 50C stamped 
envelope for free mail-order list or $1.50 

to include Descriptive Catalog #2. 

WOODLANDERS, DEPT. RG 
1128 COLLETON AVENUE 

AIKEN, SC 29801 

DILATUSH NURSERY 
Rare Dwarf Conifers 

By appointment only 
Partial list send SASE 

780 Rte. 1 30 
Robbinsv i l le , N.J. 08691 

(609) 585-5387 

P E R E N N I A L S , W I L D F L O W E R S 
ROCK GARDEN PLANTS 

C O N I F E R S , FLOWERING S H R U B S 
Send $3.00 for our 

PERENNIAL REFERENCE GUIDE 
SORRY NO SHIPPING 

SAM BRIDGE 
NURSERY 'N GREENHOUSES 

437 Nor th Street 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830 

(203) 869-3418 

DWARF A N D PYGMY CONIFERS 
(Mail or Pick-up) 

CHOICE ROCK PLANTS 
(Pick-up Only) 

Send S.A.S.E. for List. 
Visits by Appointment Only. 

Ellie & Joel Spingarn 
P.O. Box 782 

Georgetown, CT 06829 
Phone 203-544-8194 
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CHADWELL HIMALAYAN PLANT SEED (Established 1984) 
Offers a selection of wild collected seed of principally Western Himalayan origin, 
suitable for rock gardens in the U.S.A. There are listings for the beginner and 
connoisseur. Cultivation tips are given. Quality line drawings provide illustration. 
Choice species include Paraquilegia, Aquilegia nivalis, Corydalis crassissima, 
Primula reptans, Saxifraga pulvinaria, Pseudomertensia, Cremanthodium, An-
drosace, Delphinium, Potentilla, Anemone. 

Catalogue available In October for two dollar bills (not a check) from: Chris Chadwell 
(ARGS), 81, Parlaunt Road, SLOUGH, Berks. SL3 8BE. ENGLAND. N.B. The 
proprietor's 1988 expedition has now been fully subscribed. 

4 , 4 * * * * * 4 

B L I S S C A P E S 
* * * * * * * * 

Landscape design & nursery 

William R. Gil 
139 Stephen Street 

South Dartmouth, MA 02748 
(617) 993-0049 

Mm •**• 
# & M > 

ROCKNOLL 
S E N D F O R OUR S P E C I A L LIST O F 

Unusual Rock Plants, Shade Plants, Hosta , 
Perennia ls , Hemeroca l l i s , Semperv ivums, 
W i ld F lowers , Shrubs , S iber ian & Japanese 
Iris, Dwarf Evergreens & Perennial Seed List 

Pot grown, 
nifty native evergreen, 

deciduous groundcovers, 
shrubs and trees 

24 Page Catalog 
Please send 44c in s tamps 

W E SHIP 

See them displayed 
in landscape form. Attention — Eleanor Saur or Dorothy Parker 

ROCKNOLL NURSERY 

Call or Write for Price List 

To Visit Call for Appointment 

Dept . 28 

9210 U.S. 50 H i l l sboro , O h i o 45133 8546 
1-513-393-1278 

Alpine Garden Society Quarterly Bulletins 
For Sale. Early issues from vol. 1 (1932) to vol. 20. Almost complete set. Also later issues to 
vol. 40, (1972), if required, and bound Indices to 1972. 

For prices per issue or volume write:-
Brian Mulligan • /1632 106th Avenue N.E. • Kirkland, WA, 98034 

PACIFIC HORTICULTURE 
a magazine about plants and Gardens of the West 

Illustrated Color Quarterly 
Annually: U.S. $12; Canada & Mexico $14; Overseas $16 in U.S. Currency 

Write to Circulation Dept., P.O. Box 485, Berkeley, CA 94701 
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ALBIFLORA 
B O O K S : Our list contains books and magazines on alpine plants, 
Japanese flowers and gardening, full of colour pictures with Latin or English 
names as well as some books on Flora of China and Flora of Taiwan, etc. 
S E E D S : We offer a comprehensive range of seeds of Japanese native 
plants collected from all over Japan. The new list ready Oct. '88. 
Enclose 2 Int'l Reply Coupons per enquiry: ALBIFLORA Inc., P.O. Box 24, Gyotoku, Ichikawa, Chiba, 272-01 
JAPAN 

The Primrose Path 
R D 2 Box 110 

Scottdale PA 15683 

(412) 887-6756 

Woodland plants, alpines, ferns, choice perennials 

Send $1.50 for mail-order catalog 

Primula veris 

INEXPENSIVE LANDSCAPE 
TREASURES! 

Japanese Painted Ferns: Athyrlum nlponlcum "Plc-
tum" Rare, super-hardy trt-color maroon, sliver, 
green. Fast growing one year old divisions at low, low 
cost. 3 for $6.00. Slx/$10.50, twelve/$ 18.00. Ex
tremely rare LARGE FORM JAPANESE PAINTED 
FERN producing fronds up to 24". Very limited 
number of small plants available at $5.00 each. 

Dwarf Hydrangea 'Via" Rare pygmy form of Hydran
gea macrophylla only about 14" at maturity. Large 
pink flowers. Hardy . $6.00 each. Slx-pak (six plants) 
$27.00 Twelve plants/$48.00. Eighteen/$65,00. 
Twenty four/$82.00 18 or more postpaid. 

Houttuynla cordata varigata 'Cameleion": Sensa
tional new ground cover at rock-bottom prices. Mult i 
color heart shaped leaves of marbellzed yellow, red, 
cream, green, white. Extra hardy. Mini slx-pak (six 
plants) $7.50 12 plants $12.00. 

Stamped addressed envelope with questions/inquir
ies. Minimum order $15.00. Sale ends March 1st. 
1989. Add 25% shipping and handling. 

The Wildwood Flower 
Rt. 3, Box 165-R 

Pittsboro, N.C. 27312 

\ . t * ^ > * j 9 R 5 
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ROCK GARDEN PLANTS 

ALPINES 

WILDFLOWERS 

DWARF CONIFERS 

DWARF SHRUBS 

catalog $1. 
OUR PLANTS ARE 

MINNESOTA HARDY 

RICE CREEK GARDENS 

1315 66 th Ave. N.E. 

Minneapolis, MN 55432 

.V?, 
i X J 
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| § L ^ COENOSIUM GARDENS 
f ^ f S ^ 6640 S. Lone Elder Rd. 

J ; 1 ™f A u r o r a ' 0 R 9 7 0 0 2 

b 0 3 " 2 6 6 - b 4 7 1 

DWARF AND UNUSUAL CONIFERS 
FOR DISCRIMINATING PLANT PERSONS 

Catalog $3.00 (Refundable) 

IJ -^J^^^J^ 
* DWARF 

RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS 
and EVERGREENS 
• PERENNIALS 

Hoslyn cHursery 
DEPT G 211 BURRS LANE 
DIX HILLS, N.Y. 11746 

MAIL ORDER CATALOG $2.00 ^ 

THE CUMMINS GARDEN 
DWARF RHODODENDRONS Yes, We Ship! 
DECIDUOUS AZALEAS 

Catalog $1.00 
DWARF E V E R G R E E N S 
COMPANION PLANTS (Refundable With Order) 

Phone (201) 536-2591 
22 Robertsville Road Marlboro, NJ 07746 

Hardy Named 
SEMPERVIVUM SEDUM LEWISIA 

JOVIBARBA & ROSULARIA 
Red, Pink, Purple, Blue & Gold 

New American Hybrids — Imports from Europe 
Wholesale and Retail 

OAKHILL GARDENS 
1960 Cherry Knoll Road 
Dallas, Oregon 97338 

AT NURSERY ONLY 

Visitors Welcome — Picnic Area — Garden 
Clubs Welcome (please by appointment) 

Helen E . Payne 

PLANT J E W E L S OF THE 
HIGH COUNTRY 

Sempervivums and Sedums 
by Helen E. Payne 

111 Full Color Photographs 
Autographed Copies $9.50 

Shipping Charge $2 00 

(§Mwmr 
N U R S E R I E S . I N C . 

Sjae.ciol.osts IM, 

EVLnGjRSLZJfS 
JIZ A 

J^HOD ODCJVORpJYS 

J^OCK. PLANTS 

AUPJJYSS 
TftOV<jH fy/\RpENS 

(^<rr- Sale, Qjt ruurse-r-i/ 
g OyUy) 

CcctaJjog *^.cc 

1 159 BRONSON ROAD 

FAIRFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06430 

(203) 259 5609 
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THE COMPLEAT GARDEN 
CLEMATIS NURSERY & LANDSCAPE DESIGN SERVICE 
177 Argilla Road, Ipswich, MA 01938 (617) 356-3197 

Species clematis & their hybrids 
Wilt-resistant large-flowered hybrids 

For sale at nursery only 
Descriptive catalogue $1.50 (refundable with order) 

Visitors welcome by appointment 
Susan G. Austin, Proprietor 

THE ALPINE GARDEN SOCIETY 
Membership of the Alpine Garden Society puts the American alpine gardener in close touch with those 

throughout the world who share his interest in one of the most absorbing branches of horticulture 
The Quarterly Bulletin of the A G S is respected internationally as one of the most informative publica

tions of its kind It will bring into your home a distillation of tho experience and ideas of some of the finest 
gardeners, plant explorers and horticultural thinkers of our time 

Among the many other benefits of the Society, its uniquely comprehensive seed list alone Is worth more 
than the modest subscription of $15 00 for Overseas Members Apply to — 

The Secretary, the Alpine Garden Society 
Lye End Link, St. John's, Woking, Surrey, England 

THE ALPINE GARDEN S O C I E T Y ' S PUBLICATIONS, 
WRITTEN BY ACKNOWLEDGED EXPERTS IN THEIR OWN SUBJECTS, OFFER OUTSTANDING VALUE 

THE GENUS LEWISIA By R. C. Elliott $5.75 
SAXIFRAGES By Winton Harding $5.00 

ALPINES IN SINKS AND TROUGHS By Joe Elliott $3.60 
THE GENUS CYCLAMEN By D.E. Saunders $4.25 

ASIATIC PRIMULAS By Roy Green $17.00 
DAPHNE By Chris Brickell and Brian Mathew $12.00 

ANDROSACES By George Smith and Duncan Lowe $10.00 
MOUNTAIN FLOWER HOLIDAYS IN EUROPE By Lionel Bacon 

$18.00 
DWARF SHRUBS By Harold Bawden $10.00 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ROCK GARDENING 
By Winton Harding $5.00 

PROPAGATION OF ALPINES By Ken Hulme $3.50 
PRIMULAS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA By G. Smith, 

B. Burrow and D. Lowe (Including 32 color pages) $40.00 
AGS Publications are available ONLY from AGS Publications Ltd. 

D.K. HASELGROVE, 282-284 Hoe Street, Walthamstow, London E17 9QD, England 
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AMERICAN ROCK GARDEN SOCIETY DIRECTORATE 

O F F I C E R S 
President Lee M. Raden, Alpineflora, 1 Alpine Way, Phoenixville, PA 19460 
Vice President Sandra Ladendorf, 123 High Hickory Road. Chapel Hil l , NC 27516 
Secretary Buffy Parker, 15 Fairmead Road, Darien CT 06820 
Treasurer Diane D. Kern, P.O. Box 53, Spencertown, NY 12165 
President Emeritus Harold Epstein, 5 Forest Court, Larchmont, NY 10538 

DIRECTORS 
Term expires 1989 Don Jacobs, Paul Palomino, Dennis Thompson 
Term expires 1990 Nan Ballard, Pat Bender, Andrew Osyany 
Term expires 1991 Muriel Milsted, Nickolas Nickou, Ramona Osborn 

MANAGERS 
Editor of Bulletin Sharon Sutton, P.O. Box 1371, Port Townsend, WA 98368 
Seed Exchange Carole Wilder, 221 West 9th Street, Hastings MN 55033 
Slide Collection Lois E. Ecklund, Route #5, River Haven, St. Cloud, MN 56301 
ARGS Bookstore Jean Stevens, Carole Wilder, 

3923 Rolling Hills Road.Arden Hills, MN 55112 
Advertising Anita Kistler, 1421 Ship Road, West Chester, PA 19380 
ARGS-PHS Library Service ..PHS Library, 325 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 
Archivist Mamie Flook, 1906 Academy Place. Wilmington, DE 19806 

CHAPTER CHAIRPERSONS 
Adirondack Joan Keefe, Deep Spring Road, Earlville, NY 13332 
Allegheny Walter C. Betzold, 131 Rochester Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15229 
Arizona Sonia Lowzow Collins, R R 3, Box M365, Lakeside, AZ 85929 
Berkshire Norman Singer, HC 66, Box 114, Sandisfield, MA 01255 
Columbia-Willamette David Palmer, 19083 Walling Circle, West Linn, OR 97068 
Connecticut ...Howard Pfeifer, 27 Beech Mountain Road, Mansfield Center, CT 06250 
Delaware Valley Charles Ulmann, 1320 Ashbridge Rd., West Chester, PA 19380 
Emerald Eugene Sebring, 463 Lindley Lane, Eugene, OR 97401 
Great Lakes J i m Briggs, 3270 E. Lansing Road, Bancroft, MI 48414 
Hudson Valley.. . .Edith Young, Box 332, RFD 3, McDougal Lane, Peekskill, NY 10566 
Long Island Joann & Fred Knapp, 56 Kaintuck Lane, Locust Valley, NY 11560 
Manhattan Lawrence Thomas, 340 E. 74th, New York, NY 10021 
Minnesota Jean Stevens, 3923 Rolling Hills Road, Arden Hills, MN 55112 
New England Faith Magoun, 6 Spy Rock Hill , Manchester, MA 01944 
Newfoundland Bodil Larsen, Site 78, Box 36, St. John's, Newfoundland A1C 5H4 
Northwestern Art Dome, 4832 54th Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98118 
Ohio Valley Dorothy Parker, 3 West Page Avenue, Trenton, OH 45067 
Ontario RGS Joerg Leiss, 1462 Dundas Crescent, Mississauga, Ontario L5C 1E9 
Piedmont Paul Jones, 148 Stagg Road, Hillsborough, NC 27278 " 
Pike's Peak Gary Mueller, 2103 Essex Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 
Potomac Valley George Phair, 14700 River Road, Potomac, MD 20854 
Rocky Mountain Sandy Snyder, 1952 Ridge Road, Littieton, CO 80120 
Siskiyou Phyllis Gustafson, 250 Maple Street, Central Point, OR 97502 
Southern Appalachian Ev Whittemore, P.O. Box 74, Penrose, NC 28766 — 
Southwestern Laura Jezik, P.O. Box 1382, Los Angeles, CA 90053 
Tacoma Candy Strickland, 2722 East 84th, Tacoma, WA 98445 
Watnong Ruby Weinberg, Beavers Road, RR 3, Box 69, Califon, NJ 07830 
Western William S. Folkman, 2640 San Benito Drive, Walnut Creek, CA 94598 
Wisconsin-Illinois Deon Prell, 1160 Austin Road, East Troy, WI 53120 


